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FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DES JEUX
Our third visit to Cannes, again a huge success, in the midth of 150.000 Frenchman!
Our third visit to Cannes, again a huge success – we have seen a lot, have played a few
games, have talked a lot and brought home
information on lots of games.
there was a lot of neutral playing area, also
an area for designers and their prototypes,
and in-between some offerings of toys or
hobby products; role-playing and tabletop
were strongly represented, too. The area reserved for Manga and electronic games was
noticeably smaller this year and the throng
of visitors was enormous.
In the following report I have left out all
companies that only showed the program
that was already presented in Essen and
Nuremberg.

1.2.3.games
As usual, the winners of the As d’Or were announced at the eve of the event, the As d‘ Or
war awarded this year in four different categories: As d’Or Prix du Jury went to Sherlock Holmes détective conseil by Gary
Grady, Suzanne Goldberg and Raymond Edwards, the revised new edition of the game
from Ystari that was awarded Game of the
Year 18985 in Germany under the name of
Sherlock Holmes Criminal-Cabinet at Ystari.
As d’Or Jeux de l’Année Enfant was won
by Rick le géant (Zwerg Riese) by Marco
Teubner at Haba, and the main award, As
d’Or Jeu de l’Année 2011 was given to
Takenoko, the placement game shown
at Essen and Nuremberg by Asmodee, by
Antoine Bauza at Studio Bombyx/ Editions
du Matagot. The first As d’Or Grand Prix
was given to a new category of games; for
an expert game was won by Olympos by
Philippe Keyaerts at Ystari.
The other nominees were:
Cubulus by Sylvain Ménager at Gigamic,
Fame us by Christophe Hermier at Moonster Games, King of Tokyo by Richard Garfield at Iello, Les Châteux des Bourgogne
by Stefan Feld at alea, Die Villen des Wahnsinns/Les Demeures de l’Epouvante by
Corey Konieczka at Edge Entertainment, Pirates! by Alain Rivollet at Djeco, Pyramide
d’Animaux La grande aventure by Klaus
Miltenberger at Haba, Sandwich by Christophe Raimbault at Le Joueur, and Tournay
by Xavier Georges, Sébastien Dujardin and
Alain Orban at Pearl Games.
Somehow, Cannes reminded me of Vienna,
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Cirkle has been around for same years now,
Patrick Laterrot keeps making changes to
his abstract placement game, this year he
focused on Cirkle 2 for 2 players, ages 7+;
modern armies comprising 16 pieces each
face each other on a board of 88 squares.
players, ages 12+, is a game on space con-

Aim of the game is to defeat the two opposing target pieces and to place one of your
unites into one of the circles on the opposing base line.

quest based on the comic.

A vous de jouer
At the booth there was ZigZag, a kind of
kickstarter project on the topic of Alien
Invasion on Earth, by Cédric Duwelz and
Frank Maury, you must form groups of
aliens. Tresor Academie is a prototype by
Alexandre Delben on administration and
budget of a town. Le Fleau de Dieux by
Hervé Rusig and Jérôme Tresarrieu for 2 -6

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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Animétoiles
Galaxies was presented as a prototype; a
card game on constellations, planets and
other stellar objects by Christophe Dequin

was also a game for the Wakfu universe,
Wakfu Le jeu d’aventures, scenarios can
be downloaded. First impressions were to
be had for Jeu de Lenald, you must save
three treasures of Wa using the stone-scissor-paper mechanism.
for 2-5 players, ages 8+; you collect cards of
stellar objects in order to display other objects. You win with three galaxies or three
objects within stellar constellation.

Appi
The company showed terrariums in which
you can breed insects yourself; there are
Cocoboîte for butterflies, Cocciboîte for

Ankama
Ankama offers entertainment based on
electronic media, especially online games
and games for a pad. They are very successful with multiplayer-online games
like Dofus and Wakfu. Now the company
presents its project Krosmoz Miniatures:
A board game, Krosmoz Arena, set in the
universe of Dofus, for 2-4 players, ages 12+,
accompanied by Krosmoz Miniatures in

ladybugs, Cricriboîte for crickets and Appiboîte as a terrarium for general use.

Asmodee

sets called Dofus Krosmaster a set of miniatures with a mini game, which can be used
together with all their board games. There

www.gamesjournal.at

In the range of new games for children
there are two novelties that are French editions of games from Edition Siebenschläfer,
Twiga Trick and Karla Kuchenfee are published as Twiga la Girafe and Le Cake aux
Carottes de Carole, both by Anja Wrede for
2-4 players, ages 5+.
Besides all games already shown at Nurem-

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

40 Lines for Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

After Nuremberg spring is in the air and the
visit to the Festival International des Jeux at
Cannes is scheduled. Along a snow-impeded highway in Austria we go directly to the
sunny south, enjoying spring and French
hospitality.
France is different – 150.000 enthusiastic visitors stormed the Palais des Festivals et des
Congres over the weekend, not only families
and avid gamers from all over France, but organized players as well.
This event reminds me more of Vienna then
of Essen, because the neutral area for playing, without sales, makes up the bigger part
of the event.
And how interesting the new games from
France will be you can find out for yourself
when reading this issue, let’s all look forward
to those new games.
This issue is our regular February issue, and
from Mid-March on you can look forward to
the next issue, we are back to our monthly
schedule.
Have fun when reading this issue and if you
would like to have more information, take a
look at our database LUDORIUM, at
http://www.ludorium.at.
In our database you can find currently more
than 28.000 texts and more than 20.000 images.
WIN The Games Journal can now be read
as an eBook on a Kindle, too (in German
and English) and is therefore even easier to
read on modern devices. If you like our WIN;
subscribe to it: We have a PayPal account so
that payment of 6 € for a 1 Year Subscription
is easy and safe, see
http://www.gamesjournal.at 
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Aurelien
Stride
Sudokube by Aurelien Stride is a mixture
of Sudoku and the basic principle of Rubik’s
Cube, you must place numbers and letters cor-

berg there is new Damascus, a game with a
pirate topic, still in a preliminary stage. Then
there is Chasse aux Marsupilamis, a mixture of action and observations for 3-5 players, ages 8+, Dobble Kids by Denis Blanchot with 6 symbols on each card and the
same mechanism as Dobble, for 2-5 players,
ages 4+, and a new edition of Geister by
Alex Randolph, by the name of Fantômes

rectly on the outside faces of the respective
geometrical shapes – cube, ball, pyramid etc.

Bastion
Créations

of points from the track. Tetridoor is an
adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 6+; they
find themselves in a maze with a colored key
as their only equipment, their goal is to either

be the first to reach the exist or to eliminate all
others. GoBOUM was yet another prototype,
a game with a sports topic, but in a fantasy
setting, 2 players, ages 10+, throw bombs
instead of balls. L’Asile d’Aliénés, too, is still
in the prototype stage, a crazy game for 2-4
players, ages 10+, planned for publication
in 2013. You manage one lunatic and one
nurse and try to escape from the asylum and
complete a secret mission at the same time.

In the center of the presentation was once
again the game that was already presented
last year, Bastions, this year the name was
changed to Bastion’Siege. The strategy
game on positions by Cyril Billard for 2-4

Beaux Arts
Développement
Jeu des Sages by Rosy d’Allieurs is a card
game with images taken from the setting
of native American Indians, as to game me-

contre fantômes, for 2 players, ages 8+.

Asyncron
Games
On show were the new games already presented at Essen, Fief and Copié Collé, and a
preview on Le Venice du Nord, a game by
Sebastien Dujardin for 2-4 players on the
topic of the bridges of Bruges. The city hex
tiles are marked with bridges, you have 2
dice for movement and activating hexes in

players, ages 12+, has kept its medieval topic;
the initial deployment of the playing pieces
is reminding me of Stratego and Chess. As
in chess, the values of the pieces are hidden
from the opponent. You play cards with the
range of the red number under the base of
the piece; the value of the card multiplied
with the combat value of the pieced –
represented by the black number on the
base of the piece – results in the final combat
value, the use of cards is paid for by deduction

chanics it is a mixture of Tarot and Belote for
3-5 players, Wise Women or grandmothers
are trump cards; you can also play a simplified version with the goal to complete your
clan.

order to receive resources, To build a bridge
you must control both hexes, the price for
the bridge equals the difference between
control dice.
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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Bipoly
The newcomer showed Bivary, basically a
game of move & roll for 2-6 players by Bernard Mascarenc de Raissac, governed by two

Blackrock Éditions is distributor for Ilopeli
and also publishes co-productions with
other publishers; for instance Ces annéesla together with Cocktail Games and Merlin
Zinzin with Fragames.

Bombyx
In addition to Takenoko which has been
awarded the As d’Or, the new French pub-

32-sided dice. You do not roll for movement,
but one die determines a letter and the other
one a topic. You must find a correct word for
these criteria and then move your pawn as
many steps as the word has letters.

Birsame / Ibsea

lisher showed Noé by Bruno Cathala and
Ludovic Maublanc. In this placement game
2-5 players, ages 8+, are tasked with assist-
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes.
The color accompanying each game title represents the
USER Group. The headline also contains icons for age and
number of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.

Frédéric Chaine has once again revised his game
Birsame and now has given it another name; it
is now called IBSEA, short for International Bank

Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential

for the Saving of the Endangered Animals. This
Prototype VI has been created due to comments
from the White Castle agency. 2-6 players travel,
buy up rare animal species, group those animals
and collect bonuses, all this is governed by the
use of travel cards and strategy cards.

ing Noah in saving as many animals as possible in order to be saved themselves; you
place animals in boats and must take care
that the total weight of the animals does
not exceed 21 and must also place either
male and females alternately or animals of
one sex only. Another new game is Wordz
by Fréderic Henry and Guillaume Blossier,

Blackrock
Editions

for 3-7 players, ages 10+. You must make
up a word from the letters you are given
and then guess at the words of other players. You form your word and turn up a letter
from your word in each round. If somebody

www.gamesjournal.at

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language. 
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guesses your word correctly, he gets the letters that were not revealed.

Boss Partner
In Boss Partner Immobilier 2012 by Laurent Jeaume you embody a real estate
agent, architect and builder to construct a
house. In the first phase you turn Boss Partner and need a building lot card, a card for
the plan of the house and a calculation. In
the second phase you build the house.

Cartaping

CIJM
Comité International des Jeux Mathematiques,
among several other games, showed Jex de
Hex, a game for two players, in which you must

Lemay again uses the game mechanics of Bluff
Party, there are 150 new challenges for all occasions. Bubble Talk is published as a co-production together with Ystari; you combine photos and strange quotations. Ces années-la by
Richard Borg is a co-production together with

Jean-Paul Monnet and Ségolène Drouin
have named the company after their first
game. Cartaping is a card game on the

connect opposing sides of the board, players
alternate to place one of their pieces.

topic of table tennis, and Melicado is a fast
game on letters and arranging them into

Cinik Kevin
A prototype game by the name of Martyrs
by Dominik Devil Pain featuring bank, prison, airport and terror, too, so probably the

Blackrock Edition, and a a re-edition of a game
that was published in the 1990ties by Hasbro
as Times to Remember; You chose a time span
for the event in question; if you chose correctly
you can discard a marker. Conjudingo is aimed
at players from 7-10 years of age, it is an educational game on conjugations, French language
only. Illico by Julien Sentis is a game on correlations. Mimtoo by Nicholas Bourgoin is intended for 2-10 players, ages 7+, you sort yourself
into teams, draw one card each from two different decks and enact the resulting combination
in a pantomime. Mystery Party Meutre sur
le Nile is yet another murder party game, designed by Guillaume Montiage and is the first
game in the new series of mystery party games.
Si j’étais président by Ludovic Maublanc is the

words; you make u words as fast as you can,
regroup letters and take into account the
color of cards.

Celudic
Enigmagik is a game on geometrical
shapes, for 1-4 players by Jésus Lopez
Casals; the designer uses seven different
shapes in analogy to Tangram, but contrary
to Tangram you can use each shape several
times in order to compose the shapes on
the task cards in three levels of difficulty.

6
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game features events in connection with
international terror. Unfortunately, I was not
able to acquire more detailed information.

Cocktail
Games
At the booth of his company Matthieu
d’Epenoux presented nine new games for
2012, with publication dates ranging from January to September: Bluff Party 2 by Christian

sequel to the game Casse-toi Pov’con, you have
now been elected and need to install the best
possible government. Tweegles by Jérémie
Caplanne and Pascal Jumel is a fast observation
game with a monster topic and Superlipopex
is game posing challenging and tasks for you
logical reasoning powers.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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Créations
Guy Jeandel

finish area; you must reach space #160 and
need a visa for each of the six areas that you
acquire by answering a question.

The company specializes in wooden logical
puzzles, but presented two card games this
time, both with Drôle de Jeu logo – SpeedyBalls is a game on cards on the topic of

Djeco
The company first and above all is a producer of toys, but this year a game by Djeco
was nominated for As d’Or: Pirates! for 2-4
players, ages 7+, by Alain Rivollet; you place

OUR REPORT

tions: Des Thunes et des Urnes by Laurent
Gerlaud. Each player represents one of two
factions and must collect votes; to achieve
this you can hold a debate with an opponent, buy votes or negotiate for votes.

Editions
Rosebud
juggling balls and Blanchette a game on
an exploding cow.

Derideo
éditions
Bistourisq is a game on the topic of cosmetic surgery, presented by Gérard Moreau

elements on the board and if you have assembled the elements necessary to complete one of your treasure cards you get the
treasure; you win with most jewels.

Puzzle Battle by Pierre Burtel for 2 players,
ages 5+ - this is the latest product from Editions Rosebud. A box contains two puzzles
with similar images and the same number
of parts, the difference being in the coloring

Echec et Pat
An entirely new company presents at its first
game Six Pieds sous Terre, a card game by
Régis Moranzoni & Thomas Hubert for 3-5
and small details; the parts for both puzzles
are shuffled together and then you try to be
the first to complete your puzzle; if you see
a piece in your opponent’s puzzle that you
believe to be a part of your puzzle, you can
take if off his display.

and Bertrand Boucheroy Victor; it features
a slightly satirical touch and is destined for
2-4 players, ages 14+, the game was presented elsewhere in 2010, but for the first
time at Cannes.

Edu-Studio

Dinacau
PassNature, a game of moving along a
track for 2-6 players, ages 9+, by Olivier
Dubuisson, featuring five landscape and a

players, ages 12+. You are an undertaker
and try to bury the majority of dead according to the wishes of the bereaved and to acquire headstones, too. An expansion called
Commis et Pestifèrés is being prepared.
Distribution: Paille Éditions

The institute publishes games for digital
media, board games and card games as well
as online games under the label Perpetual
Study, intended to assist in learning foreign
languages. All games use standard mecha-

Éditions
Contrevents
This company intends to specialize in fancy,
outstanding, unusual games out of the
mainstream; fitting the occasion there is a
card game on the French presidential elec-

www.gamesjournal.at

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.
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Fragames
In cooperation with Blackrock Editions Merlin ZinZin by Annick Lobet is published,
a game based on the books of the same

nisms and are designed by Cyril Travert. Best
Family for 2-6 players, ages 8+, uses a kind of
Ludo mechanism with vocabulary cards; Rebecca Bonbon Adventures offers topics for
adolescents from shopping, music and fashion, featuring the French equivalent of Hello
Kitty, for 2-6 players, ages 8+. Perspectives
is intended for the fast teaching of vocabulary, for 2 or more players, ages 8+, if offers

table. Khitan by Ludovic Chabry is intended
for 2 players, ages 8+, the hexagonal tiles
with different color markers on each side are
moved by tilting them over one edge; when

name. 2-5 players, ages 6+, must reach the
village of Broceliade in the guise of Merlin
and his friends, before they are eaten by the
monstrous cat of Sorceress Morphage.

France-Educ
after tilting identical colors face each other,
even over some distance or in more than
one direction, the tile that was tilted defeats
the other ones with the same color.
216 new words, if you know them you score
points. Yet another game KIT, a card game on
basic vocabulary, and one more is
Illustrated Cards for playing without rules
and learning.

Envie
de Jouer

Filosofia
The Canadian company showed a French
edition of Uluru (Kosmos), and also a new
game, Equilibrion by Shadi Torbey. Equilibrion is the legendary city of dreams
two ways to play, and Astucio, an educational game on multiplication tables for 2-5

In addition to the word placement game
Octoverso, exhibited already at Cannes and
also at Nuremberg, there was Octoverso junior on show and also two novelties:

where good and bad dreams have always
co-existed. Players are kings of this city and
their goal is to establish the balance between those good and bad dreams and to
keep it up.
Qamoki by Laurence Alsac for 2-8 players,
ages 8+, is again a game on words; this time
you must discard words whose syllables correlate by sound or for which you can name an
acceptable connotation; such a connotation
correlation can be repudiated by a majority
of players indicating this by knocking on the

8
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This is a publisher of educational games, Locutio, a game on French phrases featuring

players, ages 7+, both designed by François
Marchand.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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FunForge

Gigamic

Dominant at the booth was still The Big
Idea, and then there was first information
available on two new games: Still in the
early stages of development is Tokaido by
Antoine Bauza on the topic of the road between Kyoto and Tokyo. WIN! is a game on

In addition to the novelties that were presented in Nuremberg there were announcements for a number of French editions of
games from companies outside France:
Bazar Bizarre (Geistesblitz, Zoch, Jacques
Zeimet), Story Cubes Voyages (The Cre-

OUR REPORT

on Zen Buddhism and Japanese garden; it
exists already for iPad and iPhone and will
now be published as a board game.

Iello

duels between personalities; who is the better babysitter, Genghis Khan or Conan The
Barbarian? An entirely new line of games
is FunForge Digital, there were Episode
1 of Isla Doarada and Inventorium, which

ativity Hub, Rory O‘Connor), Quistiti (Coco
Schnipp, Amigo, Manfred and Wolfgang
Ludwig), Mito (Mogelmotto, Drei Magier,
Emely and Lukas Brand) and Descendance
(Village, eggertspiele/Pegasus, Inka und
Markus Brand).

In addition to games from other publishers
which Iello will publish in France - Mil 1049,
Dungeon Fighter, Innovation und Nightfall
– the company presented two novelties:
Joomba! by Roberto Fraga is a reaction
game for 2-8 players, ages 6+; cards show

Grosso Modo
A party game on suspects and interrogations, by Arnaud and Alexandre Pierru and
Guillaume Goujon: Police Party for 2-6
players, ages 10+; man bet on the answers
that will be given by the opponents, the
graphically reminds one of Innovation, a development in cooperation with ePawn.

George & Monica
Bloumels

ten animals, one kind is present once, one
twice, one three times and the last one 4
times; one card is drawn and you must imitate the animal that is present on the card as
often as equals the number on the top card
of the draw pile. Konito by Richard Champion is a creativity game for 2-12 players, ages

Not a new game but something for connoisseurs
and for aficionados of beautiful rarities, unfortunately not cheap, but on the contrary rather
questions posed touch topics like TV series,
Secret Service, unusual facts, forensic techniques, interrogation techniques and astonishing stories. All players are police men,
none of them wants to be the corrupt one.
Distributor: Paille Éditions.

Id&al
Editions
expensive, but extremely beautiful: Scrabble
boards and scrabble tiles made from leather, the
tiles stick to the board magnetically, the collector’s items can be ordered in colors of your choice!

www.gamesjournal.at

The focus was on Burdigala, including a
show collage on the creation of the game,
but there was a preview on the next game,
too, Haru Ichiban by Bruno Cathala, a game

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

8+; you can play in teams or on your own. To
advance on the board that can be adapted
to a playing time of your choice you must
complete statements on the cards within a
given time limit.
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ilopeli
The company of Arnaud Urban presented
its novelty Antartik, a card game by Bruno
Cathala and Arnaud Urbon for 2-5 play-

A dice game on the topic of music, designed by Emmanuel Mallein and Christophe Nouveau. In Jammette the dice are
showing musical symbols and you roll the
dice to set up parameters for the piece of
music to play.

Jeux Morin

JPG Création
BigProd – The booth was listed in the Festival guide under this name and this is one
of the names for this game on the topic of
film, by Denis Bardiau, Jean-Pierre Bodnar
and Emmanuel Malka – as Big Prod! it is a
family game for 2-5 players, ages 8+, and

Under the Risquit Logo François Morin
showed his frog game Ranabag and also
Derby, his horse racing game using Lego
blocks, at Essen in 2008. In Cannes this year,
beside those games, he showed a proto-

ers, ages 5+; players must do show jumps
with the penguins without landing on
their stomach. A remarkable feature are the
cover holograms included with the games,
they are also added to the games of Jurassik and Sherlock.

Jactalea
In addition to the game of Blue Lion, that
was shown in Nuremberg, another new
game was presented at Cannes: Button up!
by Bruno Cathala. 2 players, ages 8+, con-

by the name of Silence Moteur Action! it
is the personalized luxury edition. You are a
film producer and must produce a successful film, from hiring the crew to the profitable distribution at cinemas.
type of Skimetrion, a game on a tilted
board with holes, for 2 players, ages 12+, on
the topic of skiing: in order to win you must
deploy the the fewest possible figurines
along the complete track as fast as you can.

Jeux Opla

Kairos
Joseph Honoré had brought along a prototype; Kairos, a game on the topic of elections, designed for 3-6 players, ages 12+;

In the card game Pom Pom by Florent Toscano and Johanna Poncet 2-6 players, ages

front each other in the Buttons War, pieces
are stacked and redistributed along the
circle; when all buttons are stacked in one
stack, the game is scored.

Jammette
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6+, embody vegetable and fruit farmers
who try to achieve consistent harvests in
all of the seasons and to make up pairs of
fruit and vegetables of the highest possible
value in each round. Distribution: Paille Éditions

you represent a political party and want to
be elected; you place campaign workers
in action areas to organize things and features that you will need for success; popularity and corruption scores influence your
chances to be elected.

Kourbel
Les Quatre Couleurs Celestes by Mohammed Belmabrouk are a new kind of playing
cards which can be used for a broad variety
of games. The cards also introduce a new
way to take a trick: even or uneven, the sum
total of the cards; 40 cards in gold, silver,
black and white show numbers from 1 to

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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Letheia
Very up to date and interesting – a game on
the French Presidential Elections, La Course

9 and there is one unnumbered card that
trumps all others.

La Fontaine
de Jeu

Le Scorpion
Masque
At the Iello booth Christian Lemay presented the game Trafffic by Annick Lobet for
2-4 players, ages 8+, a game on observation

In the abstract game for 2 players by Yoann and Anthony Grasso, Triade; 10 pieces
per player can be arranged in four different

à l’Élysee by Abel Lanzac for 3-6 players,
ages 154+, the most important element of
the game are real debates on political issues.

Libellud
As in Nuremberg Libellud showed Dixit Jinx
by Joseph M. Allué and Dominique Ehrhard,
3-6 players, ages 8+, now must find creative

starting positions. A piece is is removed
when it is surrounded by three opposing
pieces or two pieces and a border. Another

and reactions on the topic of cards. You can
relocate one piece in order to form a configuration shown on one of your cards and
to discard the card; all play at the same time.

Ledroitdeperdre
Taggle by Yves Hirschfeld and Fabien
Bleuze is a game of reaction and communication for 1(1) to 5 players; as the active
player you read out a question to each of the

connotations to rather abstract shapes and
symbols. Always full were the games where
one could test-play Seasons by Régis Bonnessée, a combination of a card game and
a dice game for 2-4 players, ages 12+. In the

game shown at the booth was Jukatai, a
game on fighting techniques for 2-4 players, ages 7+.

Le Joueur
The booth presented a preview on the 2012
novelties; headed by Trahison!, a game on
intrigues and negotiations by Guillaume
Besancon who is also the designer of the
Cité expansion that has been announced. 2
de Mayo is the French edition of the GenX
game and Aperitivo is a game on beer
mats arranged in a circle.

www.gamesjournal.at

other players in turn, which he must answer
as fast as he can with one of the choices on
his card; the active player decides which answer was the best one in his opinion.

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

first phase of the game you draw nine cards
which you split into 3 x 3 cards for the game
itself; in phase two you use dice which
provide actions to achieve the aim of the
game which is collecting crystals for victory
points. Still ongoing, but obviously only intended for the French market Et Toque, the
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game on cooks and ingredients by Barbara
Turquier and Emmanuelle Piard.

Ludically
Christophe Boelinger at his booth showed
a prototype in its final stages, Archipels,
the game is scheduled for publication in
autumn. 1-5 players explore the islands for

M.L.F.
créations

you roll dice and move markers on your
own board.

LudiSud
The publisher focuses on games on modern and archaic sciences: Hydre is a card
game on the topic of one’s emotional status
towards other people, and Chaman Bao
intends to advance players on their path
through life; both are new releases for 2012;

They showed a very beautiful game on the
topic of bee hives Panique dans la ruche
by Marcel Friboulet; each of the 2-4 players,
ages 6+, has a swarm of queen bee, worker

bees and assassin bees; you should be the
first to take 3 pollens to the hive and move
the bees with cards. An a game with children you play without the assassin bees.
colonization and raw materials under orders from one of the European Renaissance
powers and take into account diplomacy
as well as needs and customs of the local
population.

Ludikif
The booth presented two novelties:
Skâândal by Christophe Baheux for 2-6
players is a card game on the Presidential

Eurekatome and Formeleiev have been
published in 2011 and are games on the
topic of chemistry; designers of the games
are Vincent Trapinaud and Alain Duverger
– both were also represented at the booth
of Maison des Auteurs de Jeu - and JeanJaqcues Derghazarian.

Mainardi
Distributed by Paille Editions is RoboTroc, a
card game by Cesare Mainardi for 2-4 play-

Ludyk
At the booth of this distributor one could
also find Rimtik by Paul-Adrien Tournier,
Jean-Baptiste Fremaux & Thomas Luzurier

ers, ages 7+. Cards are displayed and you
take a card from the display in each turn, in
orthogonal or diagonal direction of movement and try to execute objective cards and
assemble the best possible robot.
Elections of 2012, each player represents a
faction and must collect popularity points
in each round or denounce others by revealing scandals. Quick Poker by Pascal
Thoniel allows poker play without cards;

12
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for 3-8 players, ages 10+, published by Oldchap. You must manage to rid yourself of
your cards as fast as you can, depending on
the look of the feathers on them you must
announce rhyming words or non-rhyming
words, also in relation to the color of the
feathers on the cards.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

Maison des
Auteurs de Jeu
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This organization offered an opportunity
to show prototypes to some designers:
Luc Toledano showed Le Cinéphile and
L’Interpret, both for 2-4 players, ages 12+,
and with the same game mechanism,
once for the topic of films and once on
the topic of foreign languages; you move
through different areas on the board and
must score four points in each of the areas.
Gilles Chomel had brought along Arkantis, a placement game with objective cards
for 2-4 players, ages 8+; you place pieces
on the board to imitate shapes which are
meant to represent the remains of architectural structures of a destroyed city. A second prototype of this designer is Pépéroni
Pizza, a simple tactic game for 2-4 players

Mattika

My Witty Games

Three educational games on numbers and
mathematical operations as well as on vocabulary and grammar, all by Thomas Tesser
and Somprasong Sudaros:
MathSumo, cards state the result, the position of the markers determines the factors
of the multiplication. Addigolo is a card

The company had shown Witty Pong as
a finished product last year and this year
presented an attractive selection of games
that are financed and produced in analogy to the kickstarter principle. Two of the
games that were presented last year as a
project are now produced: Witty Chronos
by Guillaume Aubrun, 3-8 players want to

game, you want to collect most cards with
red numbers. Verbilico features the conjugation of verbs, depending on the age of
players with indicative forms in different
times, or with other forms of verbs, e.g. subjunctive, too.
in which you must cleverly distribute your
peppers. Jean-Marc Radigois showed PluX,
a card game for use in mental training, and
Christophe Villard showed Empilade Color,
a building and stacking game. Alain Duverger presented Footgoal, you must hit
the goal, and together with co-designer he
presented Fleur de Miel, you take leaves off
oxeyes in order to get honey.

OUR REPORT

Moonster
Games

score 100 points as fast as they can with two
sand timers placed on point cards; if you are
alone on a card with your timer when the
timer runs out you receive the card. Witty
Chronos Temple as an expansion with 25
new gods has been announced. Witty Zibi
by Jean Michel Urien for 4-9 players, ages
8+, is a card game on monkeys and banan-

The company is represented in the German
speaking countries by Asmodee; Fame Us
was one of the games nominated for As
d’Or. In this game by Christophe Hermier
you hold cards with characteristics and

Mattel
In Cannes, too, Angry Birds Knock on
Wood was shown, from Handy App to
board game: 2-4 players, ages 5+, want to
push the opposing pigs off the wooden

can play one characteristic on the table in
a turn – you should have a corresponding
personality in mind – or you can draw a card
or you can challenge the previous player. He
now must name someone who fits with all
the characteristics on the table; then players
vote if the answer is acceptable.

as, you play in teams but do not know the
other members of your team and you play
one card per turn to hand out penalty bananas to other players.
Four games are in the project stage:
Metropolitrain Le Jeu de Metro is a game
on subways for 3-5 players, ages 8+, by
François Marquay; you have a train and
10 passengers and must execute a secret
objective by playing cards; you decide the

towers. But the most spectacular feature
was the new company logo, currently for
France only.

www.gamesjournal.at
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number of cards beforehand by placing
chips. Ice3 = Ice Cube by Olivier Mahy for
2-4 players, ages 8+, is a game using real
ice cubes which you move stuck into small

laumas and Yves Renou for 2-4 players, ages
6+: You place sequences and memorize
them; then you can either add a tile or go
to the top of the line and list the sequence;
if you are correct you can hand out balls of
glasses. During the game you might have
to breathe on them or warm them in your
hand or throw them into cold water and
fish them out after some time, or drip warm
water on them or sprinkle them with salt.
If you are first to reach the end of the track
formed by 25 cards and have still some solid
ice ice in your glass you win. Good Bye Petrol by Florent Huet is the first game in the
new series „Alternatives“, 2-5 players want
to succeed in the oil business, and Les Dia-

8+ - a mini expansion named Ultimate
Warriorz Thunderblade was handed out
in the guise of a promotional brochure. In
the game you choose a character and fight
another one by choosing action cards, then
you compare initiative and roll dice for the
result.

Quatr‘Op
The card version of Pythagore, which was
presented in 2007, is called Quadtr’Op,
designed by Djillali Merdji, you must be
wool to other players.
Other games on show were: Six Pieds Sous
Terre – published by Echec Pat; Pom Pom –
published by Jeu Opla, Police Party – published by Grosso Modo.

Prouhet
mantaires by Fabien Chevillon features the
topic of the jewel industry in all colors.

Florent Prouhet showed Crescendo, an abstract placement game for 2 players, ages

first to get rid of your number cards and use
calculation operations on display, also on
cards.

Repos
Productions

Orpailleur
de Jeu

For Le Donjon de Naheulbeuk by Antoine
Bauza and Ludovic Maublanc there is an

Designer Lancelot Debideren had brought
along Les Champis c’est bon!, a game on
looking for and finding mushrooms, for 3-7
players, ages 10+.

Paille
Éditions
Paille Èditions is a whole sale dealer and
distributor for several small publishers and
also a publisher of games: Canaille by Nicolas Melet is a card game for 2-4 players, ages
6+; each player is a fisherman and tries to
catch the best fish and to avoid the garbage
floating in the river. But Canaille the cat can
eat five of your fish at a time when she appears! Mouton Rebêêêle by Olivier Theil-
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7+, played on a board of hexes; you should
be the first to arrange 5 pieces in a row.

Pulsar
Games
For the game Ultimate Warriorz presented
at Nuremberg by Asmodee – a game of
dice and cards with a fantasy topic by
Guillaume Blossier for 2-8 players, ages

expansion called La Marche Barbare, again
intended for 3-6 players, ages 10+, featuring
new monsters, new treasures, new locations
and the same mechanism.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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Richesses
du Monde
Chris Pachis presents Polit‘ Bolides, a card
shedding game for 2 or 3 players; one card,
showing a caricature, colors and Roman

On both of my visits to the booth I found nobody; on the site of the festival Philipp Riffet
announces – beside Tohu-Bohu which he
presented last year – two other games; Ethylik, a placement game on brands of alcoholic drinks, and Duolexi, a duel with words
that is played simultaneously by all players.

OUR REPORT

of five aliens with different characteristics,
and Quand les cochons sauront voler is
another card game by Didier Jacobee for
2-5 players, ages 6+; you play wing cards to
let pigs fly. All games have been in the mar-

Squadras
A placement game made of wood, called
Squadras, for 2-6 players; a square is split
into four small squares and shows dots
representing numbers 1-7 in each small
ket for some time, but were first shown in
Cannes this year.
numbers, is on display, you want to get rid
of your care by placing them on the top card
in correlation with one of the characteristics
shown there.

Terra
Mutandis

Sit Down
Besides Wiroqocha, that was shown last
year at Cannes and also at Essen, the Belgian company provided a first preview on
the new release for Essen 2012, Karnag
by Pascal Cadot; you collect magic points
by fending off an invasion of Earth by Evil

Creatures. Each team of druids has 5 actions
per round, pieces of the same color in a row
turn into standing stones.

Sofilou
Créations

www.gamesjournal.at

square. You try to add a big square whose
total equals the sum of one side of a square
already placed.

Roue Breizh Les Seigneurs de Broceliade – A substantial name for a substantial
game by Marc Varoujan for 2-6 players, ages

Sweet
November
Pretty children games, some of them
grouped under a motto or logo in a series;
three titles on the topic of a farm show the
logo Ballon Bleu: Tous au poulailler!, Tous
au potager! and Tous à la Ferme!, all by
Anne Cayla and intended for uo to 4 players, ages 3+. Under the sign of the Panda,
Ti’Panda, there are three games featuring
animal babies, all by Didier Jacobee for 2-6
players, ages 6+: Ti’panda et la forêt de
bambous, Des Ours et des Saumons and
Fais comme Fanto!
Poney Club for 2-4 players, ages 7+, is also a
design of Didier Jacobee, and Trésors Volés
on treasures and pirates for 3 or more players, ages 7+, add to the program. Flouk is a
card game by Robin Entreinger on the topic

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

8+, on the history of Brittany, including the
legends featuring Merlin and Arthur, in the
period of 600 to 1000 AD. The game incorporates authentic tribes and ethnic groups
and is accompanied by an information brochure.

United
Square
The publisher offers an abstract placement
game of the same name: United Square by
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Julien Selz is played on a board of squares
where you place squares; those squares
are divided into triangles of different colors
and you place them to form mono-colored
squares of 2 triangles.

Urban Putting
Golf in your living room – with Urban Putting by Jean Makpevode, designed for 2-4

Benhamou. The king sits on a tower of three
levels and must be relocated to an opposing tower; for this you build him a path out
of the blocks. In a turn you place or relocate
two blocks and then move the king up to
3 steps. Slanted areas are stairs and are not
counted towards the maximum number of
steps. You can use opposing blocks and also
block them.

Yohoho

players, ages 7+, you can achieve this feeling, albeit only around the greens.

Voldétour
Again a game and a publisher of the same
name; Voldétour is a strategy game for 2
or 4 players, ages 8+, designed by Aurélien

Ystari Games
In addition to Olympos, already shown in
Essen, and an As d’Or winner, there was
Sherlock Holmes détective conseil – it will
only be published in French, is designed for
1-8 players, ages 8+, and is, as already mentioned, a new edition of Sherlock Holmes
Criminal-Cabinet by Gary Grady, Suzanne
Goldberg and Raymond Edwards. 

And one more company that has been
named for its first game: Yohoho by
Philippe Matharel is a game on the confrontation of two fleets; you want to get your
own admiral to the opposing base line or
take prisoner the opposing admiral.

A SHORT REPORT ON MY TRIP TO

DUNKELMOND JAHRMARKT
The Team Event at Cannes - Lukas Heihs

Das Festival International des Jeux is renowned for its many tournaments, on
classic games as well as trading card
games. This was an international tournament by invitation of World of Warcraft.
The Team Event
The weekend started – seen from the
point of WoW players – with the Team
Event on Friday, and the Team „MeatMart“
with players Bernhard, Manuel and Lukas
gave a rather bad performance of 4-1.
We played Sealed, which means that we
were given 11 Boosters and had to make
up 3 decks from those Boosters. Considering the cards that we had for building
the decks we had been hoping for a better
result, but unfortunately it is not enough
to have one of the best cards, you should
draw it in order to play it, and that did
not happen for our Manuel at all. In short,
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our team achieved the glorious last place
and we were hoping for more in the Main
Event.
The Main Event
On Saturday we had to rise early for the
second time, because finally the Main
event was scheduled: The DunkelmondJahrmarkt. We had to play Sealed here,
too, which in this case meant that we
received 6 boosters to build a deck. The
event started not very promising for me,
I was defeated. But I was able to improve
my results up to the last round but one,
but at the end luck was with my opponent
and I lost the game my a very, very narrow
margin. This meant that I was defeated
once too often in this event and missed
out on the Top 16. Manuel hat a bit more
luck on this day and could hope to reach
the Top 16. I was watching his last game

but unfortunately he didn’t make it, either,
in the end. Unfortunately I did not have
time to play one or the other of the Side
Events as I was helping my friend Damien,
who travels to all those events from the
USA, with his Sales booth.
The colorful social events
That was it for the tournament itself, but I
want to mention the evenings. They were,
as so often is the case, the secret highlight
of the trip, as the eating and drinking in
the company of players from all over the
world is always nice and good fun. Highlights of the evenings were the exchanges
of so many tales, stories and anecdotes of
events gone by so that the whole group
was laughing all the time. 

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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GAME OF THE YEAR 2012 IN FRANCE

TAKENOKO
BAMBOO, WATER AND A PANDA

The recipe for a good game is simple: You
need a good designer, a good editor and
one or two good ideas. To guarantee success, you also take good illustrators and
component designers, and an enticing
topic with rules that are easy but not simple. Then you pay attention to the duration
of the game, so that it keeps being fun and
pack all into a pretty box, full of beautiful
components. For Takenoko, as you might
guess by now, all this is true. For the first
time on shop shelves in 2011, it was already
sold out at Christmas time in most shops.
And it only seems logical that the game has
received its first award, Game of the Year
2012 in France.
The designer of the game, Antoine Bauza,
has established himself as indispensable
in the game community within the last five
years. He can record one success after the
other in very different areas. So, his “7 Wonders”, a world-wide award-winner, should
not gloss over the fact how vastly different
his other designs are, for instance “P’tites
Witches“, an introduction for children into
the genre of role-playing games, “Monster
unterm Bett / La Chasse aux monstres /
Monster Chase “ as a game for a very young
user group, or Hanabi, his innovation in the
genre of cooperative games.
Takenoko takes us to Japan, a country that
the designer especially loves and has visited
several times already. He was looking at a
souvenir picture of his visit to the Tokyo zoo
on which he is seen standing next to the
sculpture of two cute pandas when he had
the idea for this game. And so it came about
that a symbol for China, the panda bear, is
now appearing in a game that takes place in
Japan. To explain the presence of this plantigrade in the Empire of the Rising Sun the
designer tells the story that the Emperor of
China has presented the Emperor of Japan
with a Panda and thus has begun a tradition
that today is part of the daily diplomatic/
commercial relations.
We sit in front of the plans of the Imperial
Gardens in Tokyo and busy ourselves with
expanding the gardens and enlarging the
irrigated areas within the gardens. Due
to this irrigation the bamboo plants grow
especially beautiful and make our ambassador from China want to gobble it all up
immediately. In order to win it will be really
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8
necessary to play all three colors of bamboo present in the gardens and to enlarge
the gardens in a way that our plantigrade
will always have enough bamboo sprouts
available to satisfy his insatiable appetite. All
this is governed by three kinds of objective
cards, which players must complete in order
to win the game.
Seductive components
When opening the box one is easily seduced by its contents. The board is made up
in the course of the game by placement of
the 28 land plots, represented by hexagonal
cardboard tiles. On 27 of these plots bamboo can be grown, up to a maximum height
of four sections which are stuck into each
other. So, in theory, there should be 108
bamboo sections, but in reality the 90 secFrançois Haffner
An interactive game without any element of aggression! The
topic, charming and definitely non-violent, will please any
family, for which purpose it was intended first of all. But it is
also a challenge for experienced players. The components are
of an especially beautiful and attractive design.

tions included in the game are more than
enough to play, because, on the one hand,
the gardener cannot till and irrigate all of
the plots and, on the other hand, Panda eats
up a section of bamboo each time when
it moves, this section is returned to stock
later in the game. Players can also use additional irrigation channels to irrigate the
plots further and also improvement chips to
improve the plots.
Gardener and Panda move along those
plots, they are both nicely sculptured
figurines, in representative size and prettily painted, they do immediately catch
your eye. The balance of the components is
made up by a wooden die for weather and
46 objective cards.
Each player receives his own individual
board which depicts icons for the various
possible actions; furthermore there are
three storage areas on these boards: A space
for irrigation channels, a space to deposit
improvement chips and the Panda stomach. Two markers for each player are used
to mark the five actions from which you can
choose in your turn. The editor even paid attention to the detail to print another pattern
on each player’s markers. This distinction is
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of no practical use whatsoever, but it is a
small detail showing the painstaking and
loving attention the editors have paid to
this game. It is not difficult at all to find volunteers for a game when the components
have been spread on the table.
Please the Emperor
In order to please the emperor his courtiers,
represented by us, the four players in the
game, do all that is in their power to simultaneously enlarge and irrigate the garden and
to appease the insatiable appetite of the sacred animal. These tasks are represented by
three kinds of objective cards. The first stack
represents three or four land plots, arranged
in geometrical shapes, which must be laid
out in the garden in the same way in order
to score the card: For instance, three pink
plots in a row or four green plots arranged
like a diamond. In order to score, you must
find exactly this arrangement in the correct
colors in the garden and make sure that
each of these plots in irrigated to enable
you to score the card!
The second stack of objective cards comprises cards featuring bamboo plants of
a given size, showing one, two, three or a
maximum of four bamboo sections. In order to complete these objective cards you
must find a bamboo plant of this height
(one, two, three or four sections) on the plot
of the correct color in the garden, and also
the correct number, if more than one plant
is shown.
The third and last objective is to have the
correct number of bamboo section in the
correct colors on your individual board,
stored in Panda’s stomach. You choose the
correct pieces from all those Panda has eaten up so far for you, that is you must have
the pieces on your own individual board
and discard them back into stock to complete and score the card.
The three colors of bamboo are not represented equally in the colors of the garden
plots: There are eleven plots in green, nine
plots in yellow and seven plots in pink color.
Due to the scarcity of pink plots the objective cards showing this colors, are more difficult to complete, but score more points
towards winning the game, for the bamboo
plants as well as for the sections eaten by
Panda or for the plot arrangement cards.
On the other hand, the green objective
cards are easier to complete but are less
rewarding. Of course you must take into account that those facts and the resulting tactics are known to other players, too. But you
can use the knowledge of color frequency
and memorizing the number of plots al-
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ready placed to your own advantage. When
there are already 6 pink plots laid out your
chance to pick up the seventh pink tile is
rather small – this kind of attention enables
you to recognize unrealistic objectives.
Players try to complete a number of objective cards to end the game, the number of
cards you must complete in order to do so
is given by the number of players. As soon
as one player reaches or surpasses this
number of completed cards the game ends
when each one of the other players in the
game has taken one complete turn. The
first player to reach the required number of
cards earns a small bonus of two points, the
Favor of the Emperor. This bonus often is not
enough to win the game if you were con-
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tent to complete only the objective cards
of lower value. The value of objective cards
varies between two and eight points. It is
easy to quickly play and complete objective cards of low value and thereby trigger
the end of the game, only to get the bonus
of two points, but this could be a very risky
strategy.
You can overtake another player even if
you have completed two or three cards less
that this player, as long as your cards are of
higher value. But as the cards in hand are
kept secret until they are completed it is
difficult to know how far along the others
are. You can complete one or more objective cards any time during your turn, as this
is not counted as an action. So there is no

need to complete and lay them out early. Of
course you should lay out a card and thus
completing it when you want to draw another objective card and have already five
cards in hand. In theory you therefore can
lay out up to 6 cards more than the player
who has triggered the end of the game, provided have a chance to earn the number of
points and do not play the strategy for experienced players.
The most profitable cards are the hardest
to implement. To assist in this it is recommended to stock up on irrigation channels;
do not overlook that possible action. Having
some improvement chips in stock in order
to adapt plots can be very helpful, too, but
this depends on luck and chance. Some

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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If you cannot prepare the conditions to
complete the card with the corresponding
plot being available and do not have the
necessary improvement chip you can only
hope for inadvertent assistance by one of
the other players. Our fellow players sometimes have some nice surprises for us!
Two actions for each player after the weather die
In order to score as many points as possible
with objective cards a player can implement
two actions per turn – they must be different ones – and he can choose from five possible actions:
1. Take a plot from the stack and add it to the
2. Take an irrigation channel and either
place it in the gardens or put it into storage
on your board
3. Move the gardener
4. Move Panda
5. Draw a card
These five possible actions are indicated
with their own icon on your board. When
you have chosen an action is is covered
with one of your two action markers. Both
actions, as already mentioned, must be different, but you can choose which one to execute first. For instance, you can choose to
place a plot for your first action in the hope
to acquire a yellow plot in order to grow yellow bamboo; then in your second action
you could move Panda there to eat the yellow bamboo, which it would love to do. If
the first action goes wrong because the plot
is not yellow than you can change your target for the second action and do something
different.
In the first round of the game there is no
weather, but from the second round on
each player in his turn first rolls the weather
die to predict the weather. The result of the
role allows the player a specific effect or ac-
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tion depending on the weather in addition
to his regular two actions.
1. When the sun shines, you can choose and
implement three different actions, the die is
used as a marker for the third action.
2. If it rains, a bamboo sections grows on an
irrigated plot of your choice.
3. When the wind blows your second action
can be identical with the first one. This advantage is not very important at the start of
the game, but can be very strong in the end
game.
4. When lightning strikes Panda is frightened and flees to any other plot, as if he was
flying, and upon arrival immediately eats
one section of bamboo.
5. Clouds yield an improvement chip, which
you can either place directly onto a plot or
place into storage on your board.
6. The face showing the question mark allows you to choose any of the other five
weather situations to your liking; it announces weather of your choice!
This additional phase of weather conditions,
which is entirely chance-driven, will probably be disliked by fans of strategic games.
Some of the die results seem to be far more
potent than others, but this also depends
on the moment in the game, how far the
game has advanced. Because Wind, which
allows you to implement the same action
twice, can be very very powerful in the end
game; it can allow you to achieve a special
result, something that seems impossible beforehand, thanks to a double movement of
gardener or Panda, maybe even with a second irrigation channel.
Play in the rain
As you see, the parameters for the game are
numerous, but, on top of all other things to
do, there is no way to avoid or neglect irrigation. If you have a chance to acquire an
improvement chip with Clouds, the choice
of a water basin often is the best choice
over all others. To acquire a stock of irrigation channels at the start of the game is also
very important. Any time a plot is irrigated
for the first time, a bamboo section grows
on it, should it have the Gardener improvement, even two sections will grow. Growth
also happens when a Water Basin improvement chip is on the plot. Unfortunately, it
sometimes happens that w player places a
water basin improvement on a plot despite
this improvement being printed on the plot
or despite the plot being adjacent to an irrigation channel. This mistake occurs rather
often, so please do not forget this rule!
The irrigation of the plots is important for
completing object cards with bamboo
plants or bamboo sections as well as for
those with geometrical arrangements of

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

plots. You need to remember that those plot
arrangement cards can only be completed
when all plots depicted in the arrangement
are irrigated. With some luck, your fellow
players will provide the necessary irrigation,
but to put your trust in your fellow players
only can be dangerous.
A game that will be loved by all or nearly
all …
The charming topic which is entirely free of
aggression will be loved by families, which
are the first and main target group for this
game. But do not look down your nose at
the tactical possibilities; most experienced
players will want to give them a try. Takenoko therefore unites different target groups
and at the same it perfectly demonstrates
the attractive possibilities of modern board
games.
In the end, the only ones who could complain about Takenoko might be the designers and publishers of those games that also
were nominated for the Award Game of the
Year 2012; the winner Takenoko was too
strong for them! 
François Haffner
www.jeuxsoc.fr

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Grafik: N. Fructus, J. van Aerde & Yuio
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Bombyx / Matagot 2011
www.asmodee.de

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Placement and collecting game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en es fr jp nl
In-game text: no
Comments:

A game good for both families and
experienced players * Top especially
attractive for girls * Continuous decisions between fast and easy or difficult
high-scoring task cards
Compares to:

Basically all games with execution task cards;
first game with this specific combination of
elements
Other editions:
Hobby Japan, REXhry Czech Republic,
Asterion Press Italy

My rating:

cards of high value demand a complete
bamboo plant consisting of four sections
and planted on a plot that shows a certain
improvement chip. Is this plot already available or must we see to its preparation? If you
choose to place a plot for your first action
you can have a chance to do this. But otherwise you you will have to equip an empty
plot of the respective color with such an improvement chip and thus create toe basis to
complete the objective card! But take card!
A mistake often made in our first games was
to place the improvement chip on a plot
where a bamboo plant is already growing.
This is not allowed in the rules and the corresponding passage is printed in red, which
does not change the fact that this mistake is
made again and again.
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OUR REVIEW

u LOST TEMPLE

ADVENTURES IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

LOST TEMPLE

CHOICE OF CHARACTERS IN THE JUNGLE

Now and again mechanisms appear that
are quickly picked up for the Oeuvre of
all game designers. Worker placement for
one; this is the activation of different actions by placing a pawn. Caylus by William
Attia was by no means the first game of
this kind, but it made the basically simple
mechanism available for a bigger market and for imitation. Or a more recent
example: Deck building in 2008. Inseparably connected to Donald X. Vaccarino
and Dominion, it did not take long until
other designers and publishers picked up
the idea.
Maybe one of the reasons for this is that
both mechanisms leave lots of leeway for
the final realization; neither the shuffling
of cards nor the placement of a pawn is a
mechanism in the true sense of the word,
but rather a necessary evil when playing. But both have been upgraded to a
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game-defining element by artifice. And
what do those musings have to do with
Lost Temple? In Bruno Faiduttis game we
find a mechanism that should be applied
much more often; it is exceedingly flexible, highly interactive and goes well with
topics. And it was not created by Bruno
Faidutti. But let’s start at the beginning.
In Lost Temple players embody adventurers who in 1927 are on their way to a
legendary temple in the jungles of South
East Asia. The cover really screams Indiana Jones and the contents of the box
– a board, some cards (one set of cards
in each of the featured languages!), card
board chips, plastic diamonds and pawns
– are in harmony with the topic. The illustrations by Pierô are – as usual – very welldone and create an adventurous, exotic
flair with the necessary amount of winks.
Basically, Lost Temple is a very simple

movement game. We move our adventurers step by step toward the main temple
that provided the name of the game.
Sometimes we end up on event squares
with face-down tiles, which we may turn
up. The effects of those tiles are mainly
positive, but to provide some salt for the
soup there are also negative events.
Those tiles provide either emeralds or
movement points or the starting player
marker or machetes which we need in
due course to pass jungle areas. Negative
events can be the loss of painstakingly
achieved emeralds or machetes. Sometimes we encounter temple or village
spots on the board, whose function does
not come into play immediately or always.
So far so unspectacular! Lost Temple gets
its real allure from the mechanism of character choice.
This mechanism is known mainly from
Ohne Furcht und Adel / Citadels, a game
also created by Faidutti. But, as the rules
of the card game that was published in
2000 by Hans im Glück tell us, the mechanism was created by Marcel-André Casasola Merkle. Two years before Citadels the
cute choice of characters was used first in

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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LOST TEMPLE t

At the start of each round the nine character cards are shuffled. In relation to the
number of the players a given amount of
cards is set aside face-up and face-down.
In case of five players, for instance, two
cards are placed open-faced and one card
face-down. Then the starting-player is
handed the remaining cards and secretly
chooses one of them which he keeps
and sets down face-down. The remaining
cards are handed on in clock-wise direction; each player chooses one and sets it
down.
Klemens Franz
Lost temple is proof that the well-tested mechanism of
character choice works in a move & roll game, too. Not so
“nasty” as its predecessors!

The last player has only two cards to
choose from. The last card is set down
face-down, too, and here we already
have an interesting situation: The starting player knows which cards are in play
but not which card is left-over at the end
of the round. The admittedly rather big
advantage for the starting player is a bit
mitigated by this, especially as each other
player has at least an inkling of what his
predecessor could have chosen and what
is left for the next player.
The reason for it being important to know
who did choose which character lies in the
interwoven functions of the characters.
When all players have chosen a card the
characters – not the players! – are called in
a pre-defined sequence. First the Shaman,
who must name another character – not
player! – with whom he wants to change
places when this character is called. And
here the dilemma becomes obvious: The
Shaman is exceedingly powerful, as he
can topple the current positions on the
board. But only if he chooses a character
that, first, is in play and, second, belongs
to a player that is ahead of the Shaman.
In the worst case a bad choice can catapult the player of the Shaman into last
position, gleeful laughter of the others
included.
The case of the Thief is similar, who can
steal all emeralds from a character – exactly, not from a player! – but, again, only
if he chooses a character that is in play and
whose “owner” has emeralds in his possession. These plastic gems are the currency
of the game, which some characters must
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use in order to be able to move. The priest,
for instance, can discard two emeralds in
order to move to the next temple spot.
The Elder works basically the same way,
only that he moves to the next village. The
Scout, on the other hand, can exchange
his emeralds 1:1 for movement points.
The Canoe (correctly, the card should be
named Canute) changes emeralds into
double the amount of movement points,
up to a maximum of 20 points. If you
hoard emeralds in order to use the Scout
or the Canoe soon you are course a preferred target for the Thief. The Seer enables a player to take a look at the event
tiles on the board and to switch them. As
each turn only provides one emerald for
supplies it can sometimes be necessary
to place a tile providing several emeralds
in front one oneself, as the Seer can take
one or two steps after looking at tiles.
The Craftsman receives a machete and
can take up to two steps. And, finally, the
Child, that moves forward to the next
pawn in front.
Faidutti here has fallen back deliberately
not only on a proven mechanism but on a
proven dynamic, too. Following the motto
of „I think that you think, because you plan
to do this and that … and so I hope that”
jolly guessing and speculating develops
on who might have chosen which character in relation to the current situation. A
remaining rest of uncertainty provides the
necessary levity. So we do not have silent
musings at the table but a lively interaction to and fro, pro and con.
It is just fun to get away unscathed with
the chosen character or to “catch” the intended character. In this aspect, all the
same, Lost Temple comes over a bit tamer
than Citadels. It is not that nasty and destructive and thus clearly more suitable
for families. Where you could get caught
and sometimes hat do get caught in an
exchange of tit-for-tat you need to keep
an eye on speed in Lost Temple. There are
few sources for income, but many many
possibilities to change emeralds into
movement. The thereby evolving focus
on the plastic gems concentrates the attention of all players on one element and
thus provides potential for conflicts. And
again, due to the lack of buildings, which
in Citadels have additional functions of
their own and in combination with the
characters, Lost Temple is the more approachable game. The path to the finish is clearly staked, but stays interesting
throughout. There might be games where
nothing goes right but thanks to a relatively short time for playing a game you
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can live with this. Nobody gets really massively left behind – a cleverly used Shaman can turn events – but such a masterly
move needs to work before you can cheer.
These situations and considerations define Lost Temple. When you have mastered the mechanism, two to eight players
can immerse themselves in a lovely family
game. In case of two and three players,
each player chooses two characters, which
works well, too, and makes the game a bit
more tactical, but real fun emerges when
four and more play. In general you can say,
as in many of those games, the more the
merrier and the more chaotic!
As regards to the question at the start,
why Casasola Merkles idea is not used
more often? At first glance the mechanisms looks substantially more concrete
in its structure as the sequence in which
characters are chosen, is clearly preset.
To pick up such a pre-defined structure
might be a big hurdle for many designers,
even if that what you do with the characters chosen is as up to their fancy as is
worker placement. And therefore it would
be nice if the felicitous Lost Temple did
not remain the last of its kind. 
Klemens Franz
www.atelier198.com

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Grafik: Pierô
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 2011
www.whitegoblingames.nl

2-8
AGE:

10+
TIME:

40+

EVALUATION
Movement game with choice of characters
For families
Version: multi
Rules: en, fr, nl, de
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Basically a simple movement game *
Well-known mechanism of character
choice
Compares to:

Ohne Furcht und Adel, Verräter, Tal der
Abentuer
Other editions:
Arclight, Japan; Stronghold, USA; Lifestyle Ltd.,
Russia

My rating:

Verräter from Adlung Spiele. Faidutti has
fine-tuned Casasola Merkles basic idea for
Citadels especially as to the interaction of
the characters and has taken it up again
for Lost Temple nearly unchanged.
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u A GAME OF THRONES THE CARD GAME / ANTARCTICA

A GAME OF THRONES
THE CARD GAME
KINGS OF THE SEA EXPANSION
Discover George R.R. Martin‘s exciting universe where intrigues
can be more deadly than swords
or axes. „A Game of Thrones“
tells an epic story about a rough
country with a dark legacy.
You are the head of one of six
noble houses in the Realms of
the Seven Kingdoms of Westeros: Baratheon, Lannister, Stark,
Targaryen, Greyjoy or Martell.

The Core Set of the game is a
re-launch of the Collectible Card
Game of the same name; you
can play the Core Set alone or
expand the game with Chapter
Packs and big expansions. This
new “big” or “luxury” expansion
focuses on House Greyjoy; it
comprises 60 cards made up
from three copies each of 20
new cards and, among others,

ANTARCTICA

ROBBEN UND PINGUINE BEGLEITEN
Players try to bring up two baby
seals and two baby penguins
safely and try to protect them in
this cooperative game. In each
round part of the floe melts, the
animals need to find food and
must be protected from animals
and hunters.
All players have tasks to complete in the game, in the basis
game they are completed in turn

14
22

10

in each round, in the advanced
game the tasks are re-allocated
in each round. Those rounds
comprise five such tasks: The
starting player moves fishermen
and hunters, in necessary one
must use helicopters or patrol
boats to protect an animal. Then
the penguins are moved, the
feed and grow if the were able to
feed. When a penguin has been
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features Euron Crows Eye, Aeron
Damphair, Asha, Theon and Balon Greyjoy and therefore also a
lot of new strategies and tactics.
With “Kingsmoot” this expansion
offers a version of the game for
3-6 players on the topic of receiving support from the tribe chiefs
of the Iron Isles. This version is
not intended to replace “Melee”
from the Core Set but as an additional way to play in which other
houses can participate. Each of
the Kingsmoot cards has a different effect on its owner. On top
of this Kings of the Sea also uses
the new “Shadow Cards” feature
which you can use to put cards
on hold for gold to introduce
them into the game later.
Like all„big“ expansions this King
of the Sea expansion, too, is wellmade, full of atmosphere and, for
fans, a necessary addition to the
card game on the Seven Kingdoms in the Realm of Westeros,
the Land of Ice and Fire, whose
story also fascinates when told by
a card game. 

INFORMATION

fed three times it is grown up
and only moves one step. This sequence of moving, feeding and
growth is then repeated for the
seals. The fourth task is to move
the patrol boats which guard the
hunters: two boats together can
take one hunter into custody. For
the fifth task one part of the floe
must melt, first those with cracks,
then those without cracks, so
one must take good care where
to place an animal! Hunters can
be relocated, too! When a part of
the floe melts that has one of the
animals on it, all players have lost
the game instantly. When all four
animals stay alive until they have
grown up, you win together. This
mechanism can be played in different levels of difficulty.
An important and interesting
topic is here implemented with
a nearly compulsory cooperative
mechanism, painstakingly and
very concrete; for instance Krill
for feeding is only available near
the boats! The game trains planning and cooperation, survival
for the animals is the reward! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Eric M. Lang, et al
Grafik: T. Jedruszek, A. Navaro
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Fantasy Flight 2011
www.fantasyflightgames.com

EVALUATION
Living card game
With friends
Version: en
Rules: cn de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Expansion for the Core Set
* Focuses on House Greyjoy
* Need Core Set to play *
Experience in playing and
knowledge of the system is
of advantage
Compares to:
A Game of Thrones The Board Game,
other editions of the card game and
other Living Card Games
Other editions:
In Chinese, English, Spanish and
French

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Jouke Korf
Grafik: T. Havik, R. Baker
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Sunny Games 2011
www.sunnygames.eu

EVALUATION
Cooperative family game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic and cooperative
mechanism go very well
together * Topic has
been implemented in an
informative way * Trains
planning and cooperation
Compares to:
Basically all cooperative game, first
game with this topic and combination of mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none
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ANTARTIK / BÜHNE FREI! t

ANTARTIK

DIVING IN THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN
Penguins in Antarctica hold a
springboard diving competition
and try to cram as many representations as possible before entering the water and, of course,
to avoid a belly flopper. 55 cards
are numbered from 1 to 10; cards
numbered 8, 9 and 10 carry a bonus symbol. Each player receives
a card with a number equal to
the number of players.

5

In order to dive you draw a card
from the stack and place it in
the middle and pause briefly
to allow other players to place
a bid or signal their refraining
from betting. This is repeated
until you stop voluntarily and
enter the water or turn up a card
already visible and thus produce
a belly flopper. If you end the
dive deliberately you receive all

BÜHNE FREI!

CARAVAN? DAD OR CAT? #1 OR #4?
Ad lib charade at its best; players are actors and audience;
you play several scenes until
one player has accumulated 13
or more points. Four players are
actors; all others – if present –
are audience. The actors for the
first scene draw a rank card at
random and then a topic. For
the first games you can discard
some of the rank cards so that
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each rank is present only once.
Each player decides by himself
who or what he could embody
in the topic. If you drew rank #4
for the caravan you could be a
cat or a carpet. The actors have
45 seconds and the audience
tries to guess what is enacted
and who has which rank. Then
the audience together decides
on the topic and each person

PLAYED FOR YOU

cards, in case of a belly flopper
only the last one drawn. The next
player can continue the dive or
start a new one. Before each new
card the other players can bid on
the result of the next card; they
place a face-down card and lose
their bet when the diver draws
a new card successfully, the bid
card goes to the diver. When the
diver enters the water or belly
flops, the better wins and places
the face-down card with himself.
If nobody bids you can discard a
card with the necessary symbol
and look at the next three cards;
if you discard a parachute card
you can annul a belly flopper.
When the drawing pile is finished you score 1 point for open
cards and 2 points for face-down
cards in your display.
Can’t stop in a different way!
Nice, quick, funny, prettily illustrated, and, as the number of a
card is equal to its amount in the
stack you can assess probabilities
for pairs if you have a good card
memory. 

INFORMATION

in the audience scores 1 point if
the guess was correct. This is left
out with only four players in all.
Then one actor after the other
is selected; all players, other actors and audience, point as many
fingers at him as they believe to
be his rank in the scene. If you
guess the rank correctly you
score 2 points, the actor scores
2 points if his rank was guessed
correctly at least once. When all
players guess correctly the actor scores an extra point. For the
next scene all players in the audience become actors, if necessary,
actors are chosen randomly from
the previous actors to make up
the number of four actors.
In this new edition of Freeze the
ingenious basic idea has been
streamlined and is now easier to
implement, what remains is the
challenge, the fun and the astonishment about hidden talents in
impersonating a floor lamp! The
ideal game for a party, New Year’s
eve or whenever you want to
have lots of fun! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: B. Cathala, A. Urbon
Grafik: David Boniffacy
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: ilopeli 2012
www.ilopeli.com

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Separate hologram of the
cover graphics is included
* Good family game * Elder
children can assess probabilities
Compares to:
Can’t stop and other games with a
voluntary stop mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: H.-P. Stoll, A. Meyer
Grafik: N. Nowatzyk, et al
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2012
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Charade game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Revised new edition of
Freeze * Basically simple
rules * Good choice of
topics * Topic cards in four
languages, rules in German
Compares to:
Freeze, first game with this mechanism
Other editions:
Freeze,
Bewitched Spiele
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u DAS SPIEL DES LEBENS / DICE TOWN ERWEITERUNG

DAS SPIEL DES LEBENS
ABENTEUER

The classic „Game of Life“ has
now been transformed into a
card game? College or Job? Pop
Star or Family? Players decide
themselves on their way of life.
The cards are sorted by colors,
shuffled and stacked face down.
There are pink family cards, blue
profession cards, yellow adventure cards and green assets
cards. At the start of the game

8
you draw 5 cards from any stacks
of your choice, and should try to
achieve a good mixture.
You lay out a card, tell a story to
fit the topic of the card and draw
a card from any stack of your
choice. The cards you lay out tell
the story of your life. Cards without a symbol are used to start a
column in your life’s story; cards
showing a red symbol demand

DICE TOWN

ERWEITERUNG
PAN FOR GOLD OR FOUND A RANCH
Players want to succeed in a
town out way West and roll for
poker combinations; if you make
a payment to the Mail Coach you
can improve combinations. You
use those combinations to occupy locations in Dice Town and
use their actions: Most Nines ->
Gold Mine - 1 Nugget for each
Nine. Most Tens -> Bank - take all
money in the Bank and put all

24

8

money from the Mail Coach into
the Bank. Most Jacks -> General
Store - draw one card per Jack
and keep one. Most Queens ->
Saloon - draw a card from an
opponent for each queen. Most
kings -> Sheriff - he wins all ties
and can be bribed with money,
nuggets and cards. Most valuable poker combination ->
Town Hall and the top property
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the presence of other cards in
the column; the symbol denotes
which cards must be in place before you can play this card. Other
cards carry an arrow symbol;
these cards allow you to acquire
cards from other players. Cards
that have been placed into any
of the four columns as part of a
player’s life story cannot be taken
up in hand again. If you do not
have any card that you want to
play you can discard a card and
draw a new one, this makes the
discarded card available for other
players. If you draw a 10+ card,
you lay it down; when a total of
six such cards are on display the
game ends. If you then have the
most points on display in your
life story you win the game.
Basically, this is a set collecting
game, which has been used
very felicitous and attractive to
turn the card game into a board
game, telling a little story when
laying out a card is a nice detail
that introduces some creativity
into the game. 

INFORMATION

claim card. No valid combination -> Doc Badluck and choice
of a healing item - barbed wire
in case of 9+10, draw a card for
Jack and Queen, 2 dollars from
each player for a King and a nugget from each player for an Ace.
Rumors of this plethora of
chances got about, the expansion introduces a 6th player and
a second choice for each location: Pan for Gold in the Gold
mine, hold up the Mail Coach in
the Bank, visit Doc Badluck in the
General Store, hire an outlaw in
the Saloon, catch outlaws for the
Sheriff and seduce the wife of
the Mayer in the Town Hall, Doc
Badluck stays the same. When
all gold nuggets or all property
claim cards are given out, you
win with most victory points
from nuggets, dollars, Sheriff,
equipment cards and property
claim cards.
A fitting, well-made expansion
that interacts well with the core
game and makes the dice fun in
Wild West even more challenging and allows for some tactics
due to the choice at locations. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 6 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2011
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive and well-made
implementation of the
board game * Nice graphics * Good travel game
Compares to:
The Game of Life Board game, as
to mechanism to all set collecting
games with card effects
Other editions:
The Game of Life Adventures, Hasbro
US

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: B. Cathala, L. Maublanc
Grafik: Pieró
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Editions du Matagot 11
www.matagot.com

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Includes the “Indian” expansion * Can now be played
by six people * Allows a bit
more tactic due to choice
Compares to:
Dice town and other games using
poker combinations
Other editions:
In French and English
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DKT WIEN / DOMINION t

DKT WIEN

FIAKER, HEURIGE AND CASINO
After DKT Alpen the game DKT,
Austrias equivalent to Monopoly,
and now under the wings of the
most traditional Austrian games
manufacturer, is given a new, typically Austrian version with some
changes in rule details.
According to the standard rules
players move around Vienna –
you roll & move, buy land slots,
pay rent and build houses or

8

hotels. If you end you move on a
sewer spot you may take a short
cut through the underground
and move your marker to a spot
of your choice. When your marker
passes “Start” when using the underground shortcut you do not
receive money! When your move
ends on the Fiaker spot you are
transported to the Heuriger in
it, you must either pay the bill

DOMINION
HINTERLAND

Hinterlands is the 5th expansion
for Dominion and can be combined with all other editions, it is
again a „big“ expansion with the
same format as the core game;
the expansion introduces 20 Action cards, 3 Treasure cards and 3
Victory cards with two new kinds
of cards: 1) Treasure-reaction
cards, they are used for money
in the buying phase according to
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the instructions above the line,
or are used as reaction cards according to the instructions below the line. 2) Victory-reaction
cards, they can be only used as
reaction cards during the game.
In the buying phase a player
must now place his treasure
cards one by one; he determines
the sequence and complies with
any instruction before deploying

PLAYED FOR YOU

of 100 Euros to the bank or pass
one turn, when going to Heuriger,
you get no money when passing
“Start”. This also happens when a
marker is moved directly onto the
Heuriger spot, you pass one turn
or pay 100 Euros to the bank and
continue.
If you end your move on the casino spot you initiate a Casino
Round for all players: All markers
stay where they are, each player
puts 50 Euros under the Casino
corner on the board. You roll the
die in turn, for the highest number you receive the pot. In case of
a tie the stack stays for the next
round as jackpot. For a double
you roll again, but if you manage
to roll three doubles in a row you
must go to Heuriger!
Following DKT Dynamik and Alpen DKT, DKT Wien is another felicitous new and modern version
of the well-known game. DKT
wiens offers the usual fun and
standard rules and on top of this
some funny details that result in a
similar but independent game, a
must-have for all fans of DKT. 

INFORMATION

the next card. You must deploy
all treasure cards that you want
to use, even if you have more
than one buy. The rule „in play“
is valid in Hinterland, too. When
more than one instruction must
be implemented, the player decides on the order of implementation.
The rules give recommendations
on sets of 10 cards for combination with other editions: Introduction, Fair Trades, Bargains
and Gambits for Hinterland;
Highway Robbery and Adventures Abroad for Hinterland +
1st Edition; Money for Nothing
and the Duke’s Ball with Intrigue;
Travelers and Diplomacy with
Seaside; Schemes and Dreams
or Wine Country with Alchemy;
Instant Gratification or Treasure
Trove with Prosperity and, finally,
Blue Harvest or Traveling Circus
with Cornucopia.
Hinterland offers new interesting
challenges with the new cards
and also new strategies to win
the game, again a must-have for
fans and collectors. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: not stated
Grafik: Arthur Wagner
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2011
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Economics Game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Version with new rule
details * Basic rules stay
in place * Nice local flavor
with Fiaker and Heuriger
Compares to:
DKT with other topics, e.g. Alpen or
dynamic; Monopoly
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Grafik: Matthias Catrein, et al
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2011
www.hans-im-glueck.de

EVALUATION
Deck building game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr fi jp nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
5th expansion * Compatible and combinable
with all other editions *
Two new kinds of cards *
Recommendations for card
combos are included
Compares to:
Other editions of Dominion, Thunderstone, Tante Cuore
Other editions:
Englisch - Rio Grande, Frankreich –
Filosofia, Holland – 999 Games, Japan
– Hobby Japan, Finnisch – Lautapelit
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u FLYING CHEESE / FRIGITI

FLYING CHEESE
FILL YOUR LARDER BY CATAPULT!
Aim of the game is to get the
cheese into your own slots and
to avoid the cat and on top of
this all to grab the bonus, too.
All in all you play three rounds
and hand out two bonus points
to the player who achieves the
highest score in each of those
rounds.
The game comprises 12 cubic
cheese pieces, three of their six

5

sides are empty, and the other
faces carry one or two dots. For
rounds 1, 2 and 3 you place the
bonus chip of value 2, 3 and 4
points into the middle slot of
the board. Each player receives
4, 6 or 8 felt pieces for his home
spots, 2 cat chips and a catapult shaped like a spoon. First,
all players in turn place one felt
piece or one cat chip into one of

FRIGITI

A SINNOVATIVE GAME
Whatever sinnovative may be,
Aim of the game is to first make
up words and then invent definitions/meanings for them. The
components are very simple, 3
dice with vowels, 7 dice with consonants, one block and a handful
of chips.
Each player receives 13 of those
chips and a sheet off the block!
Take care and keep the backside

26

hidden all the time. You get the
dice, roll them all and form a
word of your own imagination,
made up from a minimum of
three letters! It is important NOT
to form a word that already exists, as far as common knowledge goes. Then you read out
your word and all players write
a short definition for it on the
back side of their sheet. Then all
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the slots on the board until all
slots have been filled. Then you
use your catapult so transport
a cheese cube into one of the
slots, you have two tries in each
round. If you hit your own spot,
you score 1 Point, for a hit in a
cat spot you lose 1 point and if
your cube lands in the middle
slot you score the bonus. If your
cube ends up in another player’s
home spot you do not score. If a
cube lands on another cube the
owner of that home spot scores.
When all 12 cubes have been
placed, you add the visible dots
on cubes in your home spots. If
you have achieved the highest
score after three rounds, you win.
The rules suggest that you write
actions on the empty cube faces
which you must enact in order to
score, when the cube shows one
of those faces.
Basically this is a standard dexterity game, but all the same interesting as an example for game
design outside Europe, especially as regards to graphics and
side comments in the rules. 

INFORMATION

turn over the sheets again, they
are shuffled and randomly dealt
to all players. Now all read out
the definitions and then name a
cue word for the definition that
all mark on the front side of the
sheet under the name of the
reader. Then everybody secretly
marks his own definition and
those other two he likes best.
Then in turn everybody asks all
others if they did mark him. All
those who have done so put a
chip in the middle and the author of the definition read by
this player takes the chips. After
a number of rounds equal to the
number of players you win with
most chips.
Sounds complicated, but is not!
It is rather intellectual fun for
people who love to play with
words; you score for your own
definition and for everybody
who liked it.
Quixbutz? Unknown new race
in Middle Earth? A sound that
is made by quicksilver? And sinnovative might mean innovative
meanings – sensovative! And Frigiti? Could be a baby frigate! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Yoshiyuki Arai
Grafik: not stated
Price: auf Anfrage
Publisher: iAurum/Visionary 11
www.iaurum.com

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: kr
Rules: kr en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Korean edition * Rules in
English available online
* Nice example for nonEuropean games * Difficult
to acquire
Compares to:
All dexterity games with targethitting requirements
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Andrea Meyer
Grafik: Daniel Müllenbach
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Bewitched Spiele 11
www.bewitched-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Word / definition game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Wonderful idea * Fun with
letters and words * Only for
fans of such games
Compares to:
Nobody is perfect for
evaluation of definitions, Scrabble for
forming words from letters
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

GEISTERJAGD / GEMISCHTES DOPPEL 3 t

GEISTERJAGD
HIGHTECH AGAINST GHOSTS
Ghost hunting with a difference!
Modern ghosts do no longer
sneak along dark, moldy dungeon corridors or hover over
crenellated castle towers; they
are projected instead on the
wall by modern technology.
The room you want to play in
must be darkened and Johnny
Skeletti, the gruesome skeleton
head, is switched on and you

6

choose one of three possible
difficulty levels: easy, middle
and hard. Players in turn pick
up the laser pistol and try to hit
as many of the specters as possible, while trying to be further
away from the ghosts than 2, 5
m. You must synchronize the
pistol with Johnny Skeletti – the
rules explain very clearly how to
do so – and then you receive a

GEMISCHTES DOPPEL 3
AEROPLANE AND PLAIN ERROR
The memory game that is different from other memo games
is given a third edition – again
the elegant box is filled 72 tiles
resulting in 36 pairs, you should
simply play a memo game with
the, but a somewhat different
memo game. The 72 tiles show a
picture and a word, but the word
is not simply an explanation but
part of what you must guess at,

www.gamesjournal.at

because the word on the other
tile of the pair is different and the
picture, too. In the words syllables might be switches or letters
changed, and it is awful hard to
come up with English equivalents; for instance, there is a picture of a girl in water wings for
„seafaring“ and the other shows
a picture of tea tins and could be
„tea-fearing“. The pairs are fun to

PLAYED FOR YOU

starting signal and start hunting
for ghosts. Johnny Skeletti gives
off different sounds during the
chase, depending on whether
you did hit a ghost or not. Fast
reactions and fast actions are
necessary, because Johnny Skeletti turns and the ghosts appear
on ever-changing spots in the
dark room turned ghostly castle.
Your turn gives you 90 seconds
and the pistol counts successful
hits. Before handing on the pistol to the next player you must
start the game again by choosing the level of difficulty and the
synchronization of pistol and
skeleton head.
As children usually love ghosts,
Geisterjagd can serve as a fun
and well-working training for
speed of reactions; but as they
also have a vivid imagination an
adult should be at hand if someone suddenly is frightened by
the ghosts on the wall or the
dark room suddenly is too much
in combination with the ghosts.
Adults, too, have been seen having fun chasing ghosts flittering
across the walls! 

INFORMATION

look at and I admire the people
who come up with those pairs.
The rules suggest leaving out
some pairs that are ambiguous
or risky in a family game, you can
also amuse yourself alone in finding the pictures that go together,
and if you want to have a really
challenging game you can combine the different editions of the
game into one.
Gemischtes Doppel in its 3rd
edition, is still something only
meant for absolute fans of such
plays on word, you must love
switched syllables, letters and
meanings. You cannot play the
game quickly, you should take
some time out for it; if you look at
words and pictures beforehand,
it might turn into a normal memory, but then you have spoilt the
fun for the first game. Unfortunately, the game is completely
language-dependant and needs
mother-tongue command of the
German language to play, because some of the words are a
bit hard even for German native
speakers. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1+

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not stated
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Megableu/Hutter 11
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Reaction game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adult guidance recommended * Works well in
really dark rooms * Good
training for reaction speed
and hand-eye-coordination
Compares to:
Laser Light Tennis and other reaction
games with laser beams
Other editions:
French edition at Megableu

PLAYERS:

1+

AGE:

12+

TIME:

var

Designer: Christian Gottwalt
Grafik: Team
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Metermorphosen 11
www.metermorphosen.de

EVALUATION
Memory game on words
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Based on a newspaper
column * Only for absolute
language and word-artists
* 100% Language-dependent
Compares to:
All Memo games with two different
images in a pair; in combination
with spoonerism still the first game
of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u GREGS TAGEBUCH STINKEKÄSE / HOPPE REITER

GREGS TAGEBUCH
STINKEKÄSE
PASS THE FINISH WITHOUT CHEESE
A well-known series of comics,
originally intended for adults by
the author, is the basis for this
game with elements of creativity and communications.
You choose a marker, the oldest
player gets the Smelly Cheese.
You move from start to finish and
complete different objectives on
the way; the active player always
moves forward at completion of

8

a task, sometimes the other players move, too.
The color of the spot on which
your marker starts the turn determines the objective: “Who
says what” – you draw the top
card from this stack and read
it out, all others note down an
answer; these are collected by
another player and read out
one by one, you must guess

HOPPE REITER

PICK UP HORSESHOES, WATER AND FEED!
After a lovely day on the pasture
the horses must be brought back
to the stables, but on the way
you must pick up all the items
that are necessary for looking
after the horses well.
Each player is given a storage
board for those items and places
his horse on the pasture. In your
turn you roll both dice: The red
die shows the number of steps

28

3

the horse can move forward,
the blue die indicates which
item you can take and fit the
corresponding puzzle part into
your board. But unfortunately
you cannot do both – you must
decide if you want to move the
horse forward or if you take an
item and store it on your board.
For this decision you must keep
in mind that you are only al-
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who answered how; for each
correct guess you advance one
step, if you get al guesses wrong
you take the cheese. “Yes or no?”
works identically, but you do
not write down the answer, the
active player must guess every
answer correctly, or take the
cheese. “Two daft heads – one
thought” – you must achieve
correlation with the answer of
one other player, or else cheese!
“Make it so” – the active player
gives a task to another player,
which this player must implement according to the adjective
on a card that this player then
draws; the active player must
guess the adjective. Event spots
are simply implemented by the
active player. If you reach the finish first you win provided you do
not hold the smelly cheese.
Well-known standard mechanisms result in a nice mix together with the comics topic,
which is a nice family game due
to the rather simple objectives,
because the better you know
each other the better the game
will work. 

INFORMATION

lowed to put the horse into its
stable box when you have completely filled your storage board.
If you are first to reach the stables
and can put your horse in the
box you win the game.
Based on these simple rules you
can play three more games: in
the easy version the rule for use
of the dice is changed; you can
use both dice simultaneously,
when the board is full so simply
cannot take anything anymore.
In the hurdles variant the hurdles
are placed on two randomly
chosen spots, those spots must
be jumped over. In the solo die
variant you decide which die you
want to roll in your move.
As all Haba games this one too,
fascinates by the simple basic
mechanism and the attractive
components, the different versions allow a simple adjustment
to the age of players. And you
can get so nicely excited because
the die doesn’t show the horseshow again and again when your
horse is standing 2 steps away
from the box. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-6

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Jeff Kinney
Grafik: Jeff Kinney, Mirko Suzuki
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2011
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Creative communication game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Game based on Jeff Kinney’s comics * Standard
mechanisms * Nice mix of
objectives
Compares to:
Other movement games with
completing objectives and assessing
fellow players
Other editions:
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cheese Touch,
Pressman Toy Corp.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3-12

TIME:

10+

Designer: Susanne Gawlik
Grafik: Stefanie Klaßen
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Race game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple basic rules * Variants
allow age-adaption * Topic
of interest for children
Compares to:
All race games with dicecontrolled movement
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

JAGDFIEBER / KAISPEICHER t

JAGDFIEBER

CLOSED SEASON! DO NOT SHOOT!
Players try to catch lots of pray
with their hunting cards. Hunters shoot at wolves, wolves catch
hares and hares eat carrots. At
the end you score cards you captured and lose points for hunters
active in the Closed Season and
cards in hand. Each player holds
one hunter, two wolves, three
hares, three carrots, one carrot/
closed season card and a lodge.

8

The lodge is for storing captured
cards and for separating easy pry
from prey. You go hunting on
four days, then you win with the
highest score,
A day of hunting starts with
the „4“ on your lodge hidden
and a complete set of cards. All
choose a card and place if facedown above the lodge, then all
cards are revealed and scored. If

KAISPEICHER

FISHMARKET, LORRY, ACCOUNTANT….
Kaispeicher is the first expansion
for Die Speicherstadt.
There are now new goods cubes
for hemp, fabric and glass, 50
new trade cards that are marked
for easier separation after the
game, 2 break cards, one new
worker per player and 2 grey
workers as well as 25 metal coins.
The new trade cards comprise 35
different cards in total, from Or-

www.gamesjournal.at
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der to Insurance or Fish Market,
from Theater to Teahouse and
from Snitch to Truck, Smuggler
or Rope Maker, who all turn up
in the harbor now.
The game is played in rounds
as usual, comprising the phases
Supply, Demand, Purchase,
Loading and Income. For the
Supply phase you place another row of cards above the

PLAYED FOR YOU

at least one hunter and Closed
Season were played hunters are
placed under their lodges and
the player of Closed Season turns
his lodge to show „4”. Without
Closed Season and with a hunter
you score starting at „The hunt
starts here“; first a hunter shoots
a wolf or goes home in hand,
then remaining wolves catch
hares and after that remaining
hares eat carrots. Cards then still
on the table or, when no hunter
was played, all cards on the table
turn into captured prey or easy
prey according to exact instructions, easy prey is captured first
in the next round.
Jagdfieber is a nice game of collecting cards; players with a good
memory have an advantage; after two or three cards you can
play more tactically as either
hunter or Closed Season are
gone for some players. A Closed
Season played early not only
earns you the 4 lodge points but
can maybe also eliminate one or
two opposing hunters! Good fun
with nice illustrations! 

INFORMATION

board, again number of players
+ 1 cards, so that there are twice
as many cards available as in Die
Speicherstadt. In the Demand
phase you can place a worker
into a building spot as usual or
use him to reserve a card in the
upper display. In the Purchase
phase you first deal with the water spot cards, then the reserved
cards are offered; the cost for
a reserved card, if you want to
buy it which you need not do, is
equal to the number of reserved
cards in the row. When using
Kaispeicher, the fixed income
per round is 2 coins plus 1 coin
if you did not acquire any trade
card.
Kaispeicher, due to the double
number of cards available from
Supply, offers an impressive and
large range of choices for new
action without changing the
basic flow or feeling of the cards;
the expansion thus melds into
the game very easily. Kaispeicher
is a harmonious, very beautifully
done and very elegant expansion, easy to play, the only heaviness in the expansion is provided
by the classy metal coins. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Stefan Zlatintsis
Grafik: Tu Peishu, W. Wortmann
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Smiling Monster 2011
www.smiling-monster.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Topic and mechanism fit
well together * Closed Season is a nice detail * To play
Closed Season early could
be a valid strategy
Compares to:
Other card games with step-by-step
scoring of remaining card
Other editions:
Hunting Fever at Swan Panasia

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Stefan Feld
Grafik: Michael Menzel et al
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Eggertspiele/Pegasus 12
www.eggertspiele.de

EVALUATION
Expansion
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Die Speicherstadt needed
to play * New choices
without many changes
to the core game * Easily
integrated into the core
game * Beautiful metal coins
Compares to:
Die Speicherstadt and other bidding
games
Other editions:
Englische Ausgabe
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u KREUZ & QUER / KULAMI

KREUZ & QUER
BROAD, BROAD, NARROW –
ALL FIT, HURRAH!!
Each player has a set of 28 tiles
and his own board showing
24 squares plus one square in
the middle marked as starting
squares; numbers around the
edge are marked with connection possibilities for broad and
narrow paths. You try to connect
as many numbers as possible to
the middle square. Each number
that is not connected to it scores

8

its value as negative points.
One player serves as„starter“; he
spreads his tiles face-down, others spread them face-up. The
starter turns over one tile, announces the symbol on it and
places the tile on his board. All
other players take the same tile
from their own stock and place
it on their board. The tile can be
turned any way before place-

KULAMI

THE GAME OF GLASS BEADS
You place marbles into a board
made up from 17 small boards
of different shapes, and you try
to conquer as many boards as
possible by achieving a majority
of your own marbles there.
The boards are laid out to your
liking; you can either form a
closed square with a width of
8 dents = squares on each side
or you can lay out an irregular

30

shape, for which the length of
a side cannot exceed 10 dents.
Each player chooses a color and
receives 28 marbles. Then players alternate in placing a marble
into a free dent. The starting
player places his first marble anywhere on the board. The dent
with the marble determines the
possible spots for the following
move: The marble just defines
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ment, connections must be continued with the same width, and
no path can be cut off. Special
rules apply to numbers around
the edge, they can be connected
by broad or narrow paths or can
be cut off by the empty side of a
tile voluntarily. A tile that cannot
be placed correctly is turned over
and placed anywhere, it scores
one negative point at the end.
When all boards are filled, you
win with most points or the lowest negative score.
Kreuz & Quer is an attractive, abstract game where the snags are
hidden in the details; one easily
forgets that you must work from
the middle to the edge, one is always tempted to place a nicely
fitting tile at the edge – but this
is only possible if it finalizes the
connection of the number(s) to
the middle square. Sometimes
it can be better to sacrifice a low
number or two to make sure that
one can connect the high ones;
simple and all the same a challenge to improve one’s results, in
the solo version, too. 

INFORMATION

two rows by forming their intersection. But this is not all by far,
because you cannot place your
marble on the same tile as the
previous marble, and, from the
third move on, also not on the
plate with the previous marble
but one. These rules are valid
throughout the complete game;
the two boards used in the two
previous moves are taboo. The
game is scored when all marbles
are placed or no marble can be
placed correctly anywhere. In a
basic scoring you simple score
each board; if you have the majority you score the number of
your marbles on this board for
points. For experienced players
you can award bonus points for
the biggest connected area in a
color or for complete rows that
are longer than 5 marbles.
This is another true Steffen game!
My first reaction is “elegant” and
“good”, the next one “tricky”, then
“challenging”. Kulami is another
Steffen tidbit for fans of abstract
2-player games. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Grafik: Anja Nolte
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2012
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
New series “Einfach spielen”
* Abstract placement game
* Good solitaire game *
Simple basic rules
Compares to:
Take it easy and other placement
games setting up connections
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

9+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Andreas Kuhnekath
Grafik: Mühlhäuser, Kümmelmann
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2011
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract game * For two
players * Needs concentration and quick re-thinking
Compares to:
Ennea and other placement games with a changing board
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

LAGOONA / LOGIX t

LAGOONA
PEARL OR SHARK?

Anne and Maik are picking up
the pearls from Grandma’s torn
necklace and Grandma tells
them an exciting story about
pearl divers, whales and sharks;
then the children can play out
the story:
Pearls must be found and loaded
into the boat, whale and shark
help or hinder. The whale is laid
out in the middle of the board,

4
the shell pieces are distributed
shell side up, around the whale
with enough space between
them. Each player is given a
boat. First, you toss up the whale
lightly and it lands either showing its black or its white side and
is placed back into the middle
like this. Then the active player
turns over a shell piece by lightly
tapping it with the little hammer.

LOGIX

THINKING WITH ONE RULE ONLY
Logic games, riddles, logic puzzles, puzzles, however you want
to call them, this genre of games
is experiencing an incredible
boom at the moment – and IQ
Spiele, too, has taken part in the
boom and has published a game
in this genre, Logix.
The basic idea of this game is
taken from Sudoku; but there
is only a grid of 3x3 squares and

www.gamesjournal.at
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therefore only nine squares all in
all, and you do not use numbers,
but use three different shapes
– moon, star and and a heart,
if you want to call them that.
Each of those shapes is present
in three colors, in red, blue and
yellow.
On 70 objective or task cards
some of those shapes are prepositioned. You choose one of

When the piece turns over and
shows a pearl that has the same
color as the whale is currently
showing all players may try to
grab the whale. If you get the
whale you place the pearl into
your boat. If the shell piece turns
up a shark you the active player
must put back a pearl as a shell
into the sea. If you react wrongly
you also must put back a pearl. If
you have no pearl yet you must
miss a turn instead. Then the
next player is given the hammer, throws the whale and turns
over a shell .. and so on. The first
player who has collected four
pearls in his boat wins the game.
In other variants of the game you
replace the shells to other location in the sea or try to turn over
the shells by snipping them.
Sounds like a beautiful game?
It is a beautiful game, even very
beautiful, and as a side effect it
trains dexterity, reaction, memory, hand-eye-coordination and
more, just while playing. But first
and foremost, it is fun to turn up
the pearls! 

INFORMATION

those cards, place the shapes already depicted there and must
then place the remaining shapes
into the grid so that at the end
in each row and each column
each shape and each color is
only present once. This is the
only rule! In the higher levels of
the seven levels of difficulty restricting conditions are added in
relation to rows or columns, for
instance: No blue shape may be
in this row or the blue star must
be in the first row, or there must
be a heart of any color in this
column or there must be a yellow shape of your choice in this
column.
This looks to be rather simple
when only working with nine
squares, but is not when you adhere to all pre-set conditions and
the basic rules. In any case, Logix
offers an attractive introduction
into the genre of logic puzzles.
The rising levels of difficulty furthermore disclose and teach correlations, regularities and thinking patters, that can be useful in
other contexts, too. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Grafik: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2011
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Reaction game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Very attractive topic * Pretty components * Variable
levels of difficulty * Trains
hand-eye coordination,
reaction and memory
Compares to:
All reaction games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

7+

TIME:

var

Designer: Linda Wächter
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: IQ-Spiele 2012
www.iq-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Logical placement game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple basic rules * Seemingly simple solutions due
to 9 squares only * Seven
levels of difficulty * Good
training for logic and
thinking
Compares to:
Sudoko and other logic puzzles for
one player
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u LOKUS / MATSCHIG

LOKUS

RUN FOR THE PRIVY
Toilets in general have the tendency to be occupied when you
are in urgent need of them. You
have 11 people that need to find
a toilet urgently and try to send
one of them to the toilet successfully in each round.
Two person cards from the draw
pile are laid out next to the privy
huts to start two rows of cards.
In each round you choose one of

10
your 11 cards face-down. Then
all cards are revealed simultaneously. The player with the lowest
card places this card into a row
of his choice where it fits, and
then the player with the highest card. In each row a number
or a color can only be present
once, the order in which they
are placed does not matter!
When two players did choose

MATSCHIG

UMBRELLA OR FAN AGAINST MUD!
All players want to stay clean
and sling mud at others. You
start with 7 cards in hand. The
starting player makes mud out
of one sand card and one water
card and slings this at another
player by placing the cards openfaced in front of this player. If he
cannot or will not fend off the
mud he takes the mud cards and
sets them aside openly for mud

32

8

points at the end of the game.
If you can and want to fend off
the mud you play any number
of umbrella cards that equal the
total of the mud cards - fendedoff cards and umbrella cards go
out of the game – or you play
one special card. Each card in
the mud must be defeated extra,
you cannot fend off mud made
up from 4 sand and 3 water with
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the same number, the red on is
considered to be the lowest one,
followed by yellow, green, blue,
orange and grey. When the lowest or highest card does not fit in
any of the rows it turns into toilet paper and you draw another
one as a penalty. All other cards
played turn into toilet paper too,
because the persons had to use
the forest, and are placed facedown. If you place the 5th card
in a row you remove the four already there and receive a cleaner
card. After 11 rounds you score
penalty points for your toilet paper rolls, each cleaner card neutralizes one toilet paper roll, but
three cleaner cards neutralize all
them for you! After three such
rounds you win with the fewest
penalty points.
Focus is a funny, fast game with a
clear advantage for people with
a good card memory, which is
heavily tasked with cards from
1-12! A nice mixture of guessing,
risk and memory, would work
without a topic, too, but is a bit
more fun that way. 

INFORMATION

one 7 umbrella. You play only one
special card: A fan blows away
all sand, you take the water; in
analogy the blow drier fends off
water, you take the sand. Friesian
mink (a raincoat) fends off a total
of 13 mud points! If you deviate
mud you move it to another player who can fend if off again. If you
distribute mud, the mud thrown
is discarded and all other players draw a card; special cards or
umbrella are discarded, sand or
water are taken for mud points.
When mud has been slung, each
player, even the one at whom it
was thrown, can make up perfect
mud with one single card to result in equal values of sand and
water in the mud, and re-direct
the mud.
Playing in the mud makes children happy, and adults, too.
Right! So go on and throw mud
about, you will not be told off if
you are dirty, the only one nagging will be you when you lack
a pink umbrella or two. A really
well-done fun with cards, reviving memories of holidays and
childhood! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Grafik: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Nürnberger Spielkarten 12
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Card placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Funny but albeit rather
forced topic * Nice mechanism highest/lowest card *
Card memory can help
Compares to:
6 nimmt! and other placement games
with card limits
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Valentin Herman
Grafik: Marek Blaha
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2012
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Absolutely funny topic *
Topic nicely implemented *
Clever mechanism details
Compares to:
All card games with defense option against cards played
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

OSTFRIESISCHES SCHAFE SCHUBSEN / PARIS CONNECTION t

OSTFRIESISCHES

SCHAFE SCHUBSEN

RACE ON THE DIKE

Sheep race each other on the
dike, Hallbert appears out of nowhere and frightens the slowest
sheep, and sheep like to push
each other onto slithery ground
and only a safety belt can then
save a sheep from tumbling off
the dyke.
Each player has a set of cards
with numbers 0-9, a sheep and
safety belt(s), the two boards are

10
laid out for a race track.
You play one to three cards and
arrange them into numbers,
cards 1, 6 and 2 laid out for e.g.
162! Then all players reveal their
numbers and score them; with a
clover leaf you can now change
the value and then your sheep
moves the value of the „10“ digit
to the right, and then the value
of the “1” digit upwards. Should

PARIS CONNECTION
TRACK BUILDING IN FRANCE
You build railway lines in France
– each connected city enhances
the value of the respective companies – and try to own as many
shares as possible in successful
companies.
At the start of the game each
company has an engine in Paris;
then each player draws 10, 8,
6, or 5 engines in case of 3, 4, 5
or 6 players out of the bag and

www.gamesjournal.at

places them behind his screen.
The remaining engines are
sorted by color and placed on
their respective storage boards.
In your turn you must choose
one of two actions, you cannot
pass a turn: You must either build
track or swap engines. In order
to build track you take between
1 and 5 engines off the storage
board and place them on the

it leave the board upwards, it enters again below. Then an angel
and a devil card are handed out
in relation of a player’s movement to the movement values
of the previous owners of those
cards; they earn you a clover leaf
or cost you a safety belt. Used
cards are set aside, when you
are down to four cards you take
all back in hand. When all sheep
have left the first board it is set in
front of the other one for a new
2nd board. When sheep leave
the current 2nd plan or if they
end up on water without owning a safety belt, they slide off
and are out of the game. When
only two sheep are left in the
game, the one in second position wins. And if this all seems
familiar - you are right! Ostfriesisches Deichwandern became
Ostfriesisches Schafe schubsen, a
good basic idea was ingeniously
transformed from a pen&paper
game into a board game, it is lots
of fun and is therefore presented
here despite being currently sold
out! Maybe there will be a new
edition! 

INFORMATION

board. There can only be one
engine in a city and only up to
two engines of different colors
in a square; you cannot place
engines on the Eiffel Tower or
on the starting squares; you
cannot cut off a color completely
and cannot build across dotted
lines. Then you score for each
newly placed engine according
to the landscape or city square
where it was placed. By swapping engines you change you
share in companies; you return
an engine from behind your
screen to its board and take 1
or 2 engines of another color;
there is a limit to the maximum
number of engines you can own.
When there are only engines of
one color left or when a track
reaches Marseilles you score for
the engines behind your screen.
If you own more than the allowed maximum number you
must deduct 20 points for each
surplus engine.
An transition by simple means,
from limited to unlimited, from
SCNF to Paris Connection, from
Winsome to Queen. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Uta Weinkauf et al
Grafik: M. Menzel, C. Tisch
Price: out of print
Publisher: H@ll 9000 2011
www.hall9000.de

EVALUATION
Race game with cards
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
H@ll 9000 Jubilee Edition
* Currently sold out *
Felicitous transformation of
the play-by-mail game
Compares to:
Ostfriesisches Deichwanden, all race
game with movement governed
by cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: David V. H. Peters
Grafik: Oliver Schlemmer
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2011
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Railway track laying game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Revised edition of SCNF
* Few basic rules * Nice
components
Compares to:
SCNF Winsome Games,
other track building games
Other editions:
SCNF at Winsome Games, sold out
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u PIRATENDUKATEN / REVOLVER

PIRATENDUKATEN
PIRATES VS. RAFFI THE MONKEY
At long last the pirates have located the treasure of gold, and
now they must cope with Raffi
the Monkey who snatched away
the treasure from under their
nose. And thus a wild chase for
the gold coins starts, of course.
Raffi the Monkey and the pirates
race each other along the beach,
Raffi swings along the lianas and
the pirates down on the sand.

5

To annoy the pirates Raffi again
and again throws single coins
down from the palm trees into
the sand.
You roll the die and then move
either your pirate for the total
number of steps or divide the
steps any way you want among
your pirate and Raffi the Monkey. The pirate must take at
least one step! Of course several

REVOLVER

BANK ROBBERY IN REPENTANCE SPRINGS
During a brutal bank robbery
many citizens, among them
Mayor and teacher, have been
shot, and now one player, embodying Colonel Ned McReady
is tasked with the job to bring
the Jack Colty Gang, lead by the
other player, to justice.
McReady wins when all members of the Colty Gang are eliminated; Colty and his gang win

34

when Jack Colty catches the
3:15 Express from Rattlesnake
or survives it (he can derail this
train!) or when all 12 markers
have been removed from the
“Mexican Border” card.
Each player holds his own
deck; five cards are displayed
for conflict areas and a timeline. Colty begins, then players
have alternating turns. A turn
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pirates are allowed on a spot,
you simply stack them; the last
one that arrives goes on top.
When Raffi reaches the last liana
he throws a coin down from the
tree. If a pirate stands directly
underneath the tree, he picks up
the coin and takes a coin directly
from stock. When there is no pirate beneath the tree a coin from
stock is placed there and stays in
place until a pirate arrives and
picks it up. Should more than
one pirate be stacked under the
tree the top pirate gets the coin.
Now all change direction; pirates
turn on the spot and run again
in the same direction as does
Raffi. At the end of the track surplus points are forfeit, if you are
already there, you must move
Raffi. When your pirate collects
the third coin you win.
Piratendukaten is a cute little
race game that also allows first
tactical considerations; it is not
always the best move to be the
fastest, pirate, sometimes one
who arrives later collects the
coin. 

INFORMATION

comprises moving the round
marker (for Colty), drawing two
cards – there is no limit to cards
in hand, playing cards and attack
(for McReady). When you play
cards you can place as many as
you want on your own side of a
conflict area, the cost for placing
them is paid with other cards in
hand onto your own open-faced
discard pile. There are fire power
cards, conflict blocking cards and
one-hit cards. In case McReady
does not eliminate a bandit in
his turn you remove one marker
from the “Mexican Border” card.
In case of an attack by McReady
both players sum their firing
power and Colty adds his defense values; when Colty’s total
is lower he takes damage and
removes one of his bandits.
Revolver offers a card game that
is very lavishly and painstakingly
made – there are biographies
for the bandits – and which uses
value comparisons; the moment when you use your cards
most effectively can decide the
game. And on top of this it is fun,
you really seem to be in the Wild
West. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Miriam Koser
Grafik: Miriam Koser
Price: ca. 5 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Race and collecting game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pirate topic of perpetual
interest * Simple rules,
allowing for first tactic
considerations * Easy and
fast to play * Attractive
components
Compares to:
All race games with splitting of dice
results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Mark Chaplin
Grafik: Chechu Nieto
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 11
www.whitegoblingames.nl

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: en
Rules: en nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very beautifully done *
Painstaking details * Good
rules * Nice addition to the
range of 2-player games
Compares to:
Bohnanza, San Juan for multiple
purposes of cards; Bang for topic,
and all collectible card games for
comparing cards
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

ROTER NOVEMBER / SARENA t

ROTER NOVEMBER
GNOMES MANNING A SUBMARINE
The gnomic submarine Red November is in distress at sea, systems malfunction, fires spring up
and water flows in – cooperation
is the only thing that can help the
gnomes to survive until they are
saved, but they are often drunk
and sometimes helpless.
Each player directs a gnome and
marks the time used up. It is your
turn when you are furthest back

on the time track. First you have
the option to move your gnome,
which costs you time; movement
comprises opening of a hatch,
letting water flow out and moving the gnome. Then the gnome
can act: repair, collect items or execute other actions. If you are in a
room on fire you can only do the
extinguishing action; if you are
caught in high water you can do

SARENA

FROM THE DESERT SANDS
TO THE GAME BOARD
The bottom of the game box
promises us a game that was resurrected from the sands of time
and shaped from the ruins of our
past, an ancient game with new
challenges:
The aim of the game at least is
simple: You want to have most
pieces at the end of the game.
This you should achieve on a
board showing 36 circles in a

www.gamesjournal.at

grid of 6x6 circles, connected
by lines. At the start of the game
you draw a marker to determine
your own secret target color, you
should try to keep it secret till the
end of the game. Players have
alternate turns and you must
make a move, you cannot pass. A
move comprises moving a piece
or a stack of pieces from one
circle along a line into another

nothing and die at the start of the
actualization phase. Each turn
ends with an appraisal of the situation and actualization, the time
marker is moved according to
time usage and during this time
marker move all event and object
spots are implemented. And that
can end badly, very badly indeed!
When the gnome has used grog
cards he must do an incapacity
check. All players win together
when the time markers of all surviving gnomes reach the „saved“
spot, all catastrophes have been
mastered and the submarine still
exists.
The basic rules are simple: move,
do something and check if you
yourself and the submarine still
exist. The devil sits in the details
– with a rather awry touch, funny, entertaining and hopefully
you have some coffee at hand to
mitigate the effects of grog. And
some laws of nature are valid
even on a Gnome submarine: A
room full of water cannot be on
fire – which is not always really
helpful! 

INFORMATION

circle. When the target circle is
empty it must be marked arrows
in order to be used and you must
turn over the piece or stack upon
arrival there. When the target
circle is already occupied by a
piece or stack, the moved piece
or stack is not turned over upon
arrival. Stacks cannot be split
and the maximum height for a
stack is four pieces. If no piece
or stack can be moved anymore
each player reveals his secret
color and takes all pieces of this
color and all stacks on which the
top piece shows this color and
counts the pieces so collected.
If you managed to accumulate
more pieces than all other players you win.
As is the case with nearly all
other abstract placement game
this one too has a very simple
mechanism, you must always
keep a close watch on all of the
board and try to secure your own
stacks quickly without letting out
your own secret color too soon.
To manage both is a real challenge that is not easy to fulfill! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: B. Faidutti, J. Gontier
Grafik: Will Springer et al
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2011
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Cooperative game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Revised 2nd edition * Satirical elements * Funny topic
* Cooperative elements
nicely integrated
Compares to:
Roter November 1st Edition, Space
Alert
Other editions:
Red November, Fantasy Flight Games

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Grafik: C. Gay, J.-C. Mourey
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Ludically 2011
www.ludically.com

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice components * Especially for fans of abstract
games * Places nicely for
2 players
Compares to:
Other abstract placement games
with stacking, Reversi or Rolit for turning pieces over
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u SCHATZINSEL AHOI! / SCHLÄNGELN

SCHATZINSEL AHOI!
ON YOUR WAY FROM TO THE TREASURE
And again there is an island to
explore and treasures to discover
and players begin the search for
it. The board is spread out and
next to it all 36 treasure island
tiles are laid out face down, arranged in a grid of 6x6 tiles. If
you want a more difficult game
you can arrange the tiles in any
way you like. Somewhere on
the board you place the golden

5

pirate coin that symbolizes the
treasure and then all players put
their markers around the coin,
each marker must keep the
same distance from the coin.
Then players take turns in clockwise direction and turn up one
of the treasure island tiles. When
this tile corresponds to a square
on the board which is next to the
square that currently holds the

SCHLÄNGELN

LURE SNAKES OUT INTO THE OPEN!
Colorful striped snakes are lured
out into the open by guessing at
their colored rings. The snakes in
the game show a colored ring
and a black ring alternately, the
black parts are only intended
for clear separation of the colors; they do not play any role
in the game at all. The possible
colors on a snake are Red, Yellow,
Blue, Green, Orange and Purple.

36

4

You draw three snakes from the
bag and place them behind your
screen, their head is sticking out
into the open at the other side.
In your turn you ask another
player for a color: When one of
his snakes shows this color on
the front-most ring (nearest to
screen) the snake advances out
into the open exactly that far
and you can pose another ques-
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player’s marker you can use this
tile to extend your path to the
treasure and place it onto the
board orthogonally adjacent
to your own marker and then
place your marker on it. Then you
have another turn and turn over
another tile. When the tile you
turned up does not take you any
nearer to the treasure you turn it
back over. If you are first to reach
the gold coin you have found the
treasure and won the game.
In this game it is very important
to remember all tiles that you
have seen, because you cannot
enter tiles already on the board,
so that you might have to take
a detour and need to remember
where to find a necessary tile.
You need not use a tile that you
turn up in case you have decides
on another route to the treasure.
A pretty memo game with the
all-time favorite topic for children, pirates, which in play and
very effectively trains spatial
thinking when calculating the
shortest way to the treasure. 

INFORMATION

tion. When the color appears on
the snake, but further back on it,
the questioned player answered
with “later” and your turn ends.
If none of the snakes shows the
color you receive „no luck“ and
your turn ends, too. When more
than one snake of the questioned player shows the color
in demand as the currently foremost one, all must be moved forward accordingly. If you discard
one of your flutes you can ask
all players at the same time for a
color; if there is at least one “yes”
answer, you have another turn.
If you have lured a snake completely out into the open you
take it and her previous owner
draws a new one and places it
behind his bush. If someone is
out of snakes and cannot draw
a new one you win with most
snakes.
Enchanting, simple and very
attractive – this is how a memo
game can look and work! Luck
and memory are very well balanced it it is lots of fun to lure the
snakes out from their hideout in
the bushes. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Daan Kreek
Grafik: www.das-format.de
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2011
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty topic * Very attractive design and components * Variable levels of
difficulty
Compares to:
Other memo games with target
orientation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: H. Bücken, D. Hanneforth
Grafik: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2011
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo / guessing game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components
* Simple mechanism *
Pure fun
Compares to:
Basically all memo games,
first game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

SIMON FLASH / TUAREG t

SIMON FLASH
THINK FAST, REACT FAST!
Simon – an old acquaintance
and yet completely new! The
technology known already
from Boggle Flash – electronically connected cubes – is here
used to implement the game
mechanics of Simon. The cubes
recognize each other, remember results and hand out scores.
Simon Flash offers four different
games:

8

„Simon Classic“ is the original
game mechanic of the Simon
range of games, you must repeat color sequences correctly,
and the sequences get longer
and longer. For this game you
place the cubes into the holder,
because you do not rearrange
them, you press them. In a
game for 2 or 5 you choose two
or one color which you must

TUAREG
THE BLUE PEOPLE

Tuareg load up their camels with
water, gold, rock salt and sorghum
for a trek to the next oasis. If you
show the most valuable goods
there you will make the highest
profit, but goods stowed away in
caves or with thieves can change
the outcome.
Each player has two camels;
special cards for donkeys, caves,
thieves and maps are stacked

www.gamesjournal.at

open-face and separate. Two
goods card are in open display
as a market. In your turn you can
either draw goods cards and store
them in your hand or load camels with goods from your hand
or acquire goods cards from the
market and load them onto your
camel directly or buy special
cards.
Your storage area are your cards

press. In the other games you
must rearrange the cubes while
always taking care that the faces
of the cubes touch each other
completely. In „Simon Licht aus
/ Lights Off“ you must arrange
the cubes in order to shut down
all lights; each cube has only one
position in which the light is off;
if you found it, leave the cube
where it is and rearrange the
others.„Simon Schieben – Simon
Shuffle“ - at the start the cubes
light up in different colors, you
must remember the sequence;
then cubes change color and
you must rearrange them to
achieve the original sequence.
In „Simon Geheimfarbe / Secret
Color“, all cubes must show the
same color. For each game you
have a time frame and for each
solution found in this time frame
you score one point.
If you like abstract logic puzzles
under pressure of time you
picked the right game with Simon Flash; the four cubes are an
absolute challenge for reaction
speed, memory and logic thinking! Enlightenment in the true
sense of the word! 

INFORMATION

in hand, you draw three cards and
must place one of them into the
market. To load up a camel you
place up to four cards from your
hand next to a camel, a maximum
of two different once and with
only one among them – for instance, salt-salt-gold-gold is okay,
salt-gold-salt-salt is not! For gold
there is a limit of two and water
can only be loaded onto a camel
alone. Cards from the market are
governed by the same rules, they
must be put on a camel immediately. To buy special cards you use
goods cards from your hand or
from a camel or a combination of
both; from a camel you can only
take the top card, but one after
the other.
Special cards influence the ownership of goods. When the goods
cards are used up you count your
goods by varieties and score victory points for majorities.
When all is said and done, Tuareg
is a set collection game with a very
attractive and tricky exchange
mechanism that fits the topic well.
A special praise is due to the wonderful graphic design. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1+

8+

TIME:

var

Designer: not stated
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2011
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Reaction game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Challenging game * Nice
to play alone, but works as
well in a group * Fascinating technology
Compares to:
Boggle Flash for the technology,
other editions of Simon and Bop it for
the game principle
Other editions:
Simon Flash, Hasbro USA

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Francesco Berardi
Grafik: Alexander Jung
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Adlung Spiele 2011
www.adlung-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Easy to take along * Simple
basic rules * Special cards
should be bought on time
Compares to:
Other set collection games on
majorities
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u URKNALL / WELT DES AUTOMOBILS

URKNALL
TAKE OVER ELEMENTS
The universe, shortly after the
Big Bang! Players stake their
claims for free elements! 36 glass
beads are thrown on the table
as those elements, and are then
arranged any way into stellar
objects = HK; four objects with
three elements each in at least
two different colors, six objects
with any two elements each and
12 single elements.

You place your astronaut on one
claim marker next to a stellar object of value 1. A turn comprises
rolling dice, travel and change
HKs according to the dice result.
You roll and move your astronaut to another HK; start and
finish must have one colored
element in common and one
element of the target HK must
be unclaimed. At the target you

WELT DES AUTOMOBILS
THE QUIZ FOR CAR AFICIONADOS
Due to the big success of the
games Welt der Weine, Welt der
Guten Küche and other titles in
the series there now is also the
edition for car aficionados; topic
of the game is anything and everything that you need to know
about cars or can know about
cars – brands, manufacturers,
technical details, motor sports,
from Manta to Maybach.

38

The boards for tips are laid out
around the board, each player
receives a car and 5 stop signs
in his color. At the start of the
game you decide on a number
of question cards, the amount of
cards determines the duration of
the game.
A question is read out, for each
question three to five answers
are listed, one of them can be
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mark one element. If you cannot
travel, you mark a free element
at your current location. If this is
not possible either you discard a
claim marker. Then you separate
or unite HKs that are without astronauts. First you count the elements in the two smallest HKs.
When the sum is smaller or equal
the dice result you join the smallest HK with any other HK, claim
markers stay aligned. When the
dice result is smaller than 3 and
smaller or equal to the smallest
HK you separate one HK of your
choice, one of the new HKs must
equal the dice result. Once in
the game you can use a comet
to ignore a rule for travelling or
changing HKs- When all claim
markers have been placed, you
score them in relation to majorities at HKs and to colors and
numbers of elements in the HK.
Urknall is abstract, elegant and
very tactical – you must keep
an eye on majorities, colors and
markers of other players and that
while the size of the objects is
continuously changing. 

INFORMATION

correct, or all of them. After the
question each answer is read out
and if you believe this special
answer to be correct you place
a stop sign on the tip board of
that number. In this way each
answer is dealt with separately,
you can of course –since more
than one answer might be correct – place stop signs on more
than one board. If you are wrong
only once you take back all stop
signs you placed. If all your bets
were correct you move forward
as many steps as you placed
tips. As in the other editions this
mechanism works uncommonly
well; the possibility of more than
one correct answer entices you
to risk, but stop – I do not want
to lose my two surely correct
tips, so maybe I should stop?
Or? At least there is no penalty
for wrong answers but staying
put with your car for this round.
All fans of roaring exhausts and
tuned engines will have fun with
the game and learn something,
newbies can enter a fascination
new universe. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Axel Hennig
Grafik: rautie
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2011
www.muecke-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Special Award Mücke
Designer Competition
2009/2010 * Very tactical
game * Purely abstract
despite topic * Special rules
for two
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

var

Designer: not stated
Grafik: not stated
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Huch & friends 2011
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Quiz game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Classy components with
a speedometer as scoring
track * Well-working
mechanism * Attractive
selection of questions *
Best for absolute fans of anything on
four wheels
Compares to:
Other games in the series “Welt der
…” at Huch & friends
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

WÜRFELWURST / ZOOLORETTO WÜRFELSPIEL t

WÜRFELWURST
TWO MORE SAUSAGES
OR ONLY 3 POINTS FOR BUGS!
The game comprises quails,
bugs, wasps, worms, weasel and
raccoon – according to the rules
all of them are not very well liked
– and therefore they do not want
to be the utmost last, the sausage
die or Würfelwurst! But don’t
despise the sausage too much,
because four sausages equal the
jackpot!
Thus the introduction to a sim-

8

ple, funny dice game! Each of
the four animal dies shows all
six animals, two number dice
show 2-3-4-5-sausage-sausage and two more dice show
2-3-4-5-5-sausage. Each player
takes a chip for each animal. In
your turn you roll all dice and set
aside any number of dice, but at
least one and you cannot reroll
dice that already were set aside.

ZOOLORETTO

WÜRFELSPIEL - MONKEY OR LION AND
WHERE TO PUT THE CROCO?
For the Game of the Year 2007
in Germany, Zooloretto, there
is now the dice game based on
the board game; again we must
fill enclosures with animals by
taking carriers. The carriers are
not physically present, but are
printed on the small board, three
carriers on the side for two and
three players, and four carriers
on the side for four players. In

www.gamesjournal.at

7

your turn you always roll two
dice taken from a total of 6, 8 or
10 dice in case of 2, 3 or 4 players; then you place the dice into
carriers. You can place both dice
in one carrier or put them into
different carriers. There is room
for three dice in each carrier. Instead of rolling two dice you can
“take” a carrier. For this you take
the dice from one carrier and

PLAYED FOR YOU

After the last roll you choose one
of the visible animals and multiply their number by the lowest
number in the throw. You can
score each animal only once and
turn over the chip after scoring. If
the black dice show one, two or
three sausages after the last roll
they have a value of 1 and are the
lowest number, so you only score
the number of animals x 1. But if
the result shows four sausages,
they have a value of 7 for multiplying the number of animals
chosen. If you have the highest
score after 6 rounds you win.
A pure game of luck, and yet
some tactic is possible with your
selection of what you set aside; I’d
rather set aside the last number,
the 4th Five, and score 2 worms
for a total of 10 instead of setting
aside the 3rd worm and you then
roll a 2 with the last number die
and you have a total of 6 points
for 3 worms. The worm could fall
again in the last roll and then you
would have 15 points. Lots of fun
with few rules! 

INFORMATION

mark the symbols on the dice on
your scoring sheet; one cross for
each symbol in the corresponding row, from left to right, When
the row is full, you must cross
off the animal in the stable, afterwards dice with that animal
are void. If you are the first to
complete an enclosure you get
the corresponding bonus. The
dice taken are out of the game
for the round, the carrier can be
used again for other dice. When
each player has taken a carrier a
new round begins. When after
taking a carrier a player has only
room in one enclosure the game
ends at the end of the round and
is scored according to the markings; the player with most points
wins.
An attractive conversion of the
game mechanics from board to
dice, the flair of the original game
was nicely preserved, albeit there
being very little chance to influence something, most often the
choices are obvious. You now
can fill your enclosures where
ever you like! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Inka + Markus Brand
Grafik: F. Wittmann, K. Franz
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2012
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Funny topic * Good short
rules * Plays fast and well *
Some tactic possible
Compares to:
Other dice games on sets
of symbols
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Michael Schacht
Grafik: Design/Main
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2012
www.abacusspiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Practical, small box * Nice
implementation of the
Zooloretto mechanism
* Best with four players *
Short playing time, flair was
kept intact
Compares to:
Zooloretto, Coloretto
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

HALLI GALLI TUPPERWARE
Publisher: Amigo
Designer: Haim Shafir

HUI BUH GESPENSTER-MAU-MAU

6

A pretty and colorful fruit salad of bananas, strawberries,
plums and lemons is distributed among all players. You turn
up the top card of your stack. When you spot five identical
fruits around the table, you must hit the bell instantly. The
fastest player receives all open discard piles and places all
cards under his stack. If you make a mistake, you must give
one card to each player. If you are out of cards, you must quit
the game. When only two players are left, they play for the
two remaining stacks. After that the player with most cards
wins the game. Tupperware Edition in a special Tupperware
box. Version: de * Rules: de en fr it kr nl and others * In-game text: no
Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up

LEGENDÄRE DENKER & LENKER
Publisher: Kerresinhio

Publisher: Kosmos

KIKANINCHEN DEIN SCHÖNSTES MEMO

5

Kerresinhio Quartett stands for „Happy Family“-type card
games with unusual topics, aimed at fans or collectors; an
edition holds 32 cards on the topic, complete with picture
and information – you can use the cards to play a simple
Happy Family game or play using the trump mechanism
or you can invent your own rules. This edition, Legendäre
Denker & Lenker or Das Mittelfeldspieler Quartett, features
German midfield players from 1917 to 2010; each card holds
extensive information on the player, and gives an introduction on the topic at the back of the box.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes
Card game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

WARHAMMER INVASION FLAMMENDES MORGENROT
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Eric W. Lang und Nate French

3

A card game classic, predecessor of UNO; in this version featuring Hui Buh and friends. In your turn you discard one card
that corresponds to the top card on the discard stack either
by number or by image. If you cannot discard a card you
draw a card which you can discard if it fits. Cards with special
functions can be played any time, the next player must either
draw 2 cards, pass a turn or discard an image determined by
the player who played the special card. If you are down to
one card you must announce this with “Hui Buh” or draw two
cards. If you can discard your last card you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The well-known game mechanisms of all memo games, here
applied to “KiKaninchen”. 36 tiles show KiKaninchen and its.
You play with standard memory rules: in your turn you turn
up two tiles; if you have found a matching pair you keep it
and turn up another two cards. If you turn up tiles that do not
match your turn ends and you put back both tiles face down.
When all pairs have been found, you win with the highest
stack of tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

MONSTER PARADE MILKA

8

Publisher: Noris

Publisher: Nürnberger Spielkarten
Designer: Frank Stark

SOCKEN ZOCKEN SCHLEUDERGANG

5

Publisher: Haba
Designer: Michael Schacht

4

Players are dealt 9 cards face-down, turn up the top one and
can then look at the other cards and add them to the already
revealed cards as fast as they can. You may place a card to the
left or the right of your own card or other players’ cards, if it is
the same monster or a monster of the same color or a monster
with the same favorite food. If you are the first to shed all your
cards you win. For younger children you can play the variant
with the Joky monster that always fits, and if you play Monster
Parade all players add to a joint display. Special edition in
combination with a bar of Milka chocolate.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Sock Monster has wrought havoc again amongst the
socks; tiles showing baskets with 2 different socks are spread
face-down on the table, each player gets one open tile. On a
signal all search for a sock that fits one of the socks in his basket.
If he finds one he takes the basket and stacks it on top of his and
now searches for a sock fitting this new basket. You can only
use one hand for searching and can only turn over one sock at a
time. When all possible baskets have been found, you get a coin
if you have most baskets, and you win with three coins. Series
Super Minis.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Such- und Reaktionsspiel für 2-4 Spieler ab 4 Jahren

YAKARI MEMORY

Publisher: Ravensburger

ZOZZLE PRINZESSIN LILA

4

Publisher: Zoch
Designer: Elena Fyrogeni

4

Warhammer Invasion the Core Set comprises four ready-toplay pre-constructed card decks and can be adapted with
cards from the so called Battle Packs individually to your own
preferences and strategies. The aim of the game is to set fire
to two out of three regions of the opposing capital to win.
The Morrslieb Zyklus is the 3rd cycle of Battle Packs and
Fiery Dawn is the 6th nd pack in the cycle comprising cards
101-120. In the light of the chaos moon the evil animal men
set fire to villages. But this threatens to conjure up dark powers that they do not understand themselves
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The well-known game mechanisms of memory; 72 tiles show
images of little Sioux Yakari and his friends Kleiner Donner,
Kleiner Dachs and Regenbogen from the French Comic series.
Yakari is the only one in his tribe who can speak with animals
and is good friends with humans and animals. You play with
standard memory rules: in your turn you turn up two tiles;
if you have found a matching pair you keep it and turn up
another two cards. If you turn up tiles that do not match your
turn ends and you put back both tiles face down.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Puzzle with the help of your memory is the motto of the
Zozzle series. 45 tiles are laid out face down. In your move
you turn up two tiles. If they are different, your move ends. If
they both show the same part of the picture, you may take
one of the tiles and turn the other over again. If you have that
part already in your puzzle, you turn back both tiles. Then you
have another move and turn up two tiles. You win if you are
the first to complete your puzzle. Other images available are
Kapt’n Red Jake, Oskar+ Sinchen and Dschungel Kids.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Expansion for the fantasy card game for 2 players, ages 13+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 4+

Placement and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

FROM THE MUSEUM

HIGHTLICHTS AMONG GAMES t
TIP #75

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

PLAYERS:

Designer: Tom Dalgliesh
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: out of print
Year: 2007
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

POWERPLAY
SEASON TICKETS, PLEASE!

www.amigo-spiele.de

Dear Readers! Team (1975) alias Slapshot
(1982 Avalon Hill) alias Phantoms of the Ice
(1994 White Wind) alias Powerplay (1997)
– during the great period of „the new era of
games“ that now already lasts more than a
quarter of a century, a true evergreen has
been enriching the international world of
Ice Hockey with a game that was wonderfully geared to all age groups, turbulent and
amusing. But the downside is that Powerplay
is, unfortunately, out of print. A small consolation: In the standard oeuvre „Die große
Humboldt-Enzyklopädie der Kartenspiele“
(Folkvord/Kastner) a version of the game
is presented, created by the author of this
column and going by the name of „Matchplay“. And this version provides the special
Ice Hockey flair with a deck of standard playing cards. An excerpt from the introduction:
„Hardly ever does a sports game played with
cards have more allure than this Ice Hockey
simulation by Tom Dalgliesh, that was published under different names, the latest one
was called Powerplay. The teams do not play
a single match, but a complete championship. Each player is the manager of a team
and must try to win matches, and at the
same time to provide support and lure players away from other teams by the means of
exchange. Our version with standard playing
cards can very well convey the suspense, the
game tactic and the sophisticated strategy,
but definitely not replace the loving graphics design of the original game. If you like
Matchplay after a first try you should try to
find the original game for your collection!
Now let’s start with the first Cross-Check!” …
of course in the Austrian Games Museum in
Leopoldsdorf.
Website: www.spielen.at

On this occasion it’s names that light up
in the light of the columnist’s lamp: How
often was I privileged to enjoy them, goal
keepers Trapper John, Moby Stick or format
filling, outstanding Sumo; defenders Stanley Cup, Ice Capone, Friar Puck, Le Sainte
or slippery half-baked Tiny Tim; and finally
forwards Slash Gordon, Chubby Checker,
General Icinghower or Superstar. All in all
Powerplay offers 77 players, with a playing
ability of 0 to 11. Here on paper they may
sound dry, but in the match these names
wake up to their true meaning. The goal
of Powerplay is to manage your team successfully over a season. Basically, each team
consists of forwards (3), defenders (2) and
goalies (1). Top players with very special
abilities can turn the table when the levels otherwise are the same. If you should
not be totally happy with your team you
can act on the transfer market. Hopefully,
you do not acquire a lame duck for your
team. Furthermore, Powerplay allows you
to woo away players from the might-be top
team. Again, in analogy to real Ice Hockey,
the motto is “I take what I do not have”. As
soon as you feel strong enough – due to
having many players with high match value
in your hand, oh, sorry, team – you challenge one of the opponents to a match. The
highlight of the evening has arrived! Card
by card the cracks confront each other by
playing cards from hand open-faced on the
table, the higher value scores a goal. When
a goalie is played he fends off every shot
unless Tiny Tim turns up in front of the goal.
These and other painstakingly designed
specialties turn Powerplay into a roaring
Hockey party. Thus is continues, match by
match, until at the end of the season one of
the managers scores the necessary number
of victories. Put on your skates and enter
the fray! 
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at

2-10
AGE:

8+

TIME:

75+



+
Tactic

Info

Chance

Of course you need a certain amount of luck
in the head-to-head confrontation. But the
the match value of your cracks can never be
perfectly guessed at by your tournamentloving opponents, therefore surprising body
check are the order of the day. When it is time
for attack you must know from your tactical
instincts or you will not win this “animalist Ice
Hockey game”.
Hugos EXPERT TIP
Comment each action with the wonderful original cards by hurling the names of your cracks
that you are playing at your opponents. This enlivens events in the virtual “ice rink” . A serious
recommendation: Do not miss out on acquiring
the original game on the second-hand market.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
„Powerplay“ is one of those simple yet enormously rewarding games for everyone, regardless of your age. Despite being only an exquisite version of the ancient stone-scissors-paper
mechanism Powerplay presents itself in very
modern guise and absolutely entices you into
boasting announcement and loud, theatrical
Ballyhoo.
PREVIEW:
DIE SIEBEN SIEGEL
Trick announcement at its finest!
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Mimimum Age
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